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o. Senator Jones and James Hinkle
to Speak at Reserve Saturday Night
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The last legislative house contained 84 republicans and IS democrats. The
The Board vt County Coramis- will urobably lose thiee from Bernalillo unless the republicans or
oi Catron County, Mew
jioi'.ers
their
over
tickitv,.
tb t juai split
county
Mexico, met this 23rd. day of
Two years ago the high man for presidential elector received a pluralit)
September, A. D. 1922.
of 10,46 votes in the state, but the republican governor had tut 3,671 plurality
There were present S. J KidChairman; W. Jones, Com
der,
in
and
an
in
the
586
Si
state,
counties,
There are
average
polling places
Leandro Baca. Sheriff;
nissioner,
change of 60 votes to the county would give the democrats the election, baaed A T, Chavez,
County Clerk.
the
one
and
rival
to
from
taken
A
vote,
given
vote
away
party
party
.ii.t
to prepare the
met
Board
The
one
will
votes
for
therefore
votes
1,836
the
two
me
candidate,
e 'iftts the at
is
1923.
for
he
After ascer-aininbudget
of
two and a fractira
hinge the result f twoyears go. This is an average
the valuation rf Catron
and the democrats figure that the
in
the
each
state,
for
voting
precinct
vijtes
the Board passed the
natural slump away from the republicans all over the nation will do more than County,
resolution:
following
in
t .at. They expect to make gains Union, 'Chavez,"' Eddy, Roosevelt, Quay
it resolved that
Resolution
ilCirry and other counties, clamng, generally, 3,750 majrty in the stale.
we the Board of County Commis
The republicans expect to change a majarity of more than fifteen hundred sioners oi Catron
County do
gainst tnera two years ago to five hundred for them this time in Bernalillo, hereby daclare Catron County a
and
Dona
Valencia
as
Ana
in
San
make
Miguel,
counties,
And.to
they fifth class county, being that the
gains
.expect the women voters of Valencia to rally for Mrs, Warren in lumbers valuation is lower than is re
sufficient to give between two and three thousand majority in that county,! her
quired b law to retain the coun.expect, also, to show gains in Santa Te County, if they can 'keep away frem
ty as a fourth class county, aa it
srty split.
now stands. Therefore we have
At the special election Sept. 20, 1921, the state cast a total of 71,7(8 p
v
the budget for the year
yotea, giving Bursum a plurality of S,M5. There was an Independent and a t923, based on a fifth class coun-iy- ,
Socialist running, and the Bursum majority was 1,938.
reducing the salary of the
, For some reason some of the caadidates who have been campagning flgurt county officials and all funds acthe total vote preh'l-- this year at about 1W.000. However, republicans will cordingly.
mate a special eft rt t rally the women vote, as it is supposed to he to their Resolution; Be it resolved that
ss
w. th Board
County Uonv
edvantwge, and a, w um! the eider trie
the newer counties, in proportion to the te.tal population, and the census shows tniBsioners of Catron County,
New Mexiio, have- - this day
that te be the case. These are usually republican counties.
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amed Thomas Day a road suptr-iso- r
in ar,d for precinct No. 10;
lma, N"w Mexico; and by
hese presents do authorize him
i) collect all road taxes due in
aid precinct; and to perform as
uch road sn per visor in carrying
nt the work between Alma and
Ilenwood. And have also named

AN ENDORSEMENT THAT COUNTS
During any campaign the friends of eaeh and every candinate say the
about him e her, while the enemies of each tell everything bad the.
k f or have heard rumored, an 1 the average voter pays very litile attention t
ei'b r friend or foe. But occasionally something happens that is worth? of th
Attention and consideration of every voter, male or ft male, and that has hap
Dr. Hill, republican candidate for governor, I
j nd in this campaign, and
received an endowment that actually counts.
' ; Dr Hill is an empire builder, and in his life work he is associated with au
industries of the state; the indur- g in, etions as represent ths
ies n which we must base ail prosperity.
the Tona Ana Count;
. "Organized Farming" is the publication representing
Farm Bureau and affiliated organizations, and it h s flatly endorsed Dr. Hill fc
g tenor and is openly working for his election, which means that the powerfu
editorial staff of Ua of the best known industrial workers and writers of th
state, with a contributing staff of many more; is taking to the support of D.
Hill the very strongest workers and thinkers behind the organized agriculture
end iive stock interssts of the state; and it is because of the value given hi
expected services by those who know him best by having worked with hira fo
years in those industrial endeavors which deate wealth of the most lasting kind
and which are necessary to the future of our state. ,
jj
s

1

and Mrs. Abb Alexander
anti' children were visitors last
wsek. Mr. Alexander was here
with
t)ti business in connection
of
the
this
in
schools
part
the
and in th interest of
jhi candidacy for Bheritf on the
Pviuocrutk ticket.

Many were prasent
and at the service.
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Sour Lake.
Greens Gap.
Quemado.

12.

Salt Lake.

12 Mangas.

14,

Indian Peak

r.Mogollon.

16, Alma.

17, Glenwood.

.,

regular meeting

NO NEED OF WEEPING

.J

NOTES.

8

,

Otero-Warre-

EDITORIAL SAYINGS
OUT

that rains
last week have already been re
fleeted in improved condition of
the cattle ranges in Ne w Mexico
He reported
and west Texas,
that one big ranch near here
that he inscected yesterday was
in excellent condition. Mr. cantilou counts and inspects cattle
on which War Finance corporation loans have been asked and
exf mines the general conditions
of the ranches.
'Mv work is chiefly with fn
spection of cattle" he said St the
Hotel Shelton. "but I under
stand that the War Finance
corporation's loans in New Mexico
now aggregate S3.(XHJ,U00. Loans
of this corporation have been the
salvation of bankera in New
Mexico in assisting them with
carrying the cattle industry. And
the corporation hews strictly to
the last penny in its requirement
that cattle loan companies charge
not more than 2 per cent for
handling the loanB. Th interest
I

922

OF LUCK.

An agnostic was sccustomsd

iJ a lT

1

i
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DirtrldCsurh
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PHOENIX.
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Tha man looking for trouble
have to take out a search

do.sn't
warrant,

The only

part of a nation's food
raised by the middleman is the price.

t

niggins.

Once a friend of Mark Twain'
,'tk
inenrst program was givn hom
he was conversing
bep. 29th. the subject being
regaraing ths
of
a
llnesg
known
Derson
ta
hntk r.f
"Resolved that the cow is mon
them, asked him if he could immagiiw
useful than the horse." Tne de nnything
worse than having diptheria
bate wa9 decided in favor of th .ind scarlet fever at the
asms time?
An Experienced Observer's affirmative.
"Yes" replied Mark, "rh
aud St. Vitus dance"
An old fashioned spelling
Estimate Of Mrs. Otero
match followed which was wor
I
Warren.
by Miss Arelyn Hudson; Fred
Speaking of Ads. -- Janah'a wl,.U
Higgins was second. There were had a streak of luck and
in a
customer without publicity, pulled
miss uara n. uison nas been also songs and reading.
but it is
recorded
he
that
could
not
hold
the
Our next meeting will be held
secretary to eleven governors of
trade.
October
13th.
New Mexico and is now serving
n that capacity. In course 6f her
J. R. Gaunt has wired that he Girls. Note This. -- And Bovs Tim.
will be in Reserve. Friday Dr. bien.-H- er
Girl Chum- -" Did the Min
luties she has acquired probabl
ster
worrla
ith
a more intimate knowledge o Harper will go to Holbrook to all mymake Frank use I the
worldly goods thee endow'?"
meet him and they will drive
Mrs.
the capacities for public sei vict
Just Wed -- "No. Why put him
thru by auto.
on guard? I'll
get 'em any way."
of the men and women who havbeen active in public life than is
A BUMPER croD is a ernn
mh.;
mssessed by any other citizen.
Hie farmer gets
Democrats Hold Their
bumped.
n

Republican Candidate
For Congress

Un July 11 Miss Olaen, then
latest Greek musical hit seems
Precinct Conventions to The
be a Turkey Trot in Asia Minor. ieirg mentioned as a possible
Aragon and Reserve held their Most men's idea of a livinonominee for governor, gave the
wr la
last Sat about two dollars more thaa they
precinct conventions
get.
following statement to the news. irday for the purpose of elect
The net accomnlishmant nt m ru
k
v,,v, ""
"inner: :i
mg delegate? to the Count? Valera for Irish freedom thna
'..'la .
CohvHition which will be held collection of
' While I
prominent funerals. ...
never took any act nt Reserve next
Saturday.
ve hsnd in politics before suf
that formar Mwi
Each precinct is entitled to An item says
have con a in fnr haaohaii
frage was granted to women, 1 four delegates, but Aragon elec They may bring relief to the bulls,
bl
ted eight, Riving each delegate J "
auuu,, me umpires:- lave lately become interested
vote.
Alexander
lheyare:Abb
This is an age of triumDh far tha
movement to semi a woman
Pablo Lucero, David Archuleta,
who always expected the
epreaentative to congress from Mrs. J. H. Dean, J. B. Porter, pensimists
worst. They've got it at last.
ew Mexico. My choice for. the Mr. Grnham, E.
Aragon and
lace is Mrs. Otero-WarreAll thst is necessarv to settla ka
of Pat Birmingham.
ailroad strike is for soma afnitia im
Fft
Reserve Elected Four Delegates ncite the strike-break.
tn
that the strikers can hava hai-' Mrs.
thai.
Warren is weM known
T. C. Turk. J, C. Scott. A. W jobs as
hrouehout the state; she has Anderson and Charlie Henley.
ABOUT the only real issue in thia
eld positions of public trust,
ADii Alexander nas been very campaign, so far as we can
see, is that
the Democrats claim
they wouldn't
opointive and elective; is now prominently mentioned as Demo have
done
so
badlv
as
wa Ran.
cheritf
quite
for
and
candidate
'ratic
hool superintendent of Sant
have done, and We Republican!
it is be ieed by his many frienas ublicans
V county and
member of the that he will, if nominated, make claim they'd have done even worse.
ate child welfare board. In all a good race. He has a host of The notice in the rnnma nt kn.i.
which reHds. "Have vou left anything?"
.f these positions she has met friends in both parties.
should be changed to "Have
you any . '
.vith conspicuous success. She
tnig lettf
After.-Fiis- t
Gentleman."Dld
vh8 a tireless worker for the Hubbell Sells 12 000 Lambs
home lB8t night befarii tha atrn.T"
in
nfranchisement of women
One of the laigest sales of
Second Gentleman- - 'That was wheo Ua.
L4-his state, and her efforts in secur. lambs this season was made by t started. "- CM
CM
n if the passage of educational,
the Frank A. Hubbell company
Possible
Explanations.-Hubb- y
"O
in
to
Fort
Colorado
afrim
Collins,
v
course,
on
a
rouirh i,l.a
dear, it's
hild welfare and other beneficial
The price was 13 4 c nts per mine, but do you think it's posslbl
.
gislaiion have been successful
that
there's
ever
such
a
thins- as .
pound; about the price of lambs
nfp.
nrror in thst Cookerv manmia 2
nd effective.
nt iranraf "
year ago.
The contract calls for delivery
o
Uetter Walkers.- - Yankee Viaitnr
"Now that women have the of lambs inv Magdalena
during Yea, siree, in Amurrica our hntal LaJ
rivilege of the ballot and cheer- November, r
ave elevators to carry us straight uo -- I
to our bedrooms."
:
fully take their part of the bur-a
S8ndy-"B- ut
you'll no nad thaaa
en of a political campaign, I
Another rew jVIexico Bank ontraptions noo, wi' prohibeetion."
really think it no more then just
Said the friends to the tiroud fath.r
Closes; First National
f a college graduate who haa
that they should have a fair
Of Mountainair
,een awarded an A. M. decree.
i eprcsentation
on the state
1
suppose Robert will ha lonkln
From Albuquerque Herald.
or a Ph, D. next?"
ticket. Mrs. Warren has not
"No.he will be looking for a J. O.B."
The First National Bank of
announced her candidacy, and I
Worse. One traveling man to annthar
closed
mornon
Mountainair
the
m
making this statement
n Thompson's restaurant:
ing of the 27th. The closing is "What's
uhnllv nnl rifiun tt Ks "
the mstter.
Yon a. to
failure of the mly eating crackers and Bill?
due primarily
milk.
Are yes
It was this same knowledge of bean crop in Estancia Valley an
n a diet?
m
N
"
on
her useful public, service and the relation of the crop to concommission."
exiW
"No,
CM
conviction of her ability to ably ditions surrounding the organizaHEAVY RAIN IN
The capital stock is $30 000.
tion.
serve this state in a wider field
The Mountainair State Bank
1
CURRY COUNTY
that led hundreds of Mrs, Otero failed in 1921 with deposits of
rains have fall-- n in
Heavy
Warren's friends to urge her to $120,000. Its failure was due to Curry County. Ons
and a half
become a candidate for congress frozen loans resulting from bad nches fell in the vieinitv nt
livestock
and
conditions.
crop
Carlsbad.
while this same understanding
Had the Estancia Valley bean
These rains are verv hsrfi
of her capacity for useful service
crop been normal this year the eeded over most of tha
her
in Washington
a First National Bank could have Catron and some
brought
of the adiolnl
nomination by her party con met its obligations.
ng counties are suffering DTti
volition . that was practically
from drouth and many cattle r.
and Arizona as "Navao Bill,"
for want of flrasa. Th
unanimous.
starving
died at his home in this city last
remain warm in spite of the
81 years. Mr. days
week
of
at
the
age
season, and the hills are barren
"Navajo Bill" Passes
Wallace received his nick name and
,,
dry.
At
frrm being associated with the
Away
Farmington
At Are Of 81 Years Indians for many yesrs as a other man in the west He was
Farmington, Sept 26. William trader and probably had more loved by all who knew him and
N. Wallace, known for many business with the Navajos dur- leaves a host of fnendi to mourn
northern New Mexico ing the past 80 ytars than any his passing.
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Ariz.. Sept
cannot grant the request
of New Mexico to furnish range
for thousands of New Mexico's
Starving cattle and furthermore,

i

to

That there was no plats abovt ur
below;
So when hs was did.
The minister said:
"All dresntd up and no place to go."

O

Stephens
any cattle
shipped
from New Mexico to Old Mexico,
if th. y pass through Arizona,
must go through without being
unloaded.
Oiherwise, said Mr. Stephens,
no
""rotary of the Arizona
LiveBtoci Sanitary Board, the
cattle will have to be dipped to
comply with the Arizona quar
antine laws.
That any cattle, even stock in
good health, could stand a trio
by rail from New Mexico pointB
to the Mexican border btNogales.
the closest crossing point with
out being unloaded to be fed and
watered in dnnht.fnl Mr Sfjrvtunoi
explained, and it would be prac
tically impossible in the case of
New Mexico's cattle, which are
64
u bllhe Bownment
Pr
to be
reported
company weakened from emaciated and
cent, ine caipe loan
lack of proper
handling the loan is allowed
feed,
dditioMl'
.

0

-

N. M., said yesterday

declared Ed.

n

,

Down
N.
M.
Cattle
Reauest
Much
Improved
Says Range
E'. Paso Texas Sept -- 27 W. F Will Not Permit
Shipment
Cantilou, field agent for the War
Into the State
Finance corporation, Santa Fe.

work.

OCT

Dqwty

9.

6,

Krej4JailTCf!,t

22

A. T. CHAVEZ,
C. Clerk 4
Clerk District CseH,

8,

U.S. Cattle Loan Agent Arizona Turns

Archie Hudson, of Reserve, has
The yong son of Mr, and Mrs. been visiting his parents. Mr.
Kvan has been very sick for and Mrs. Ed Hudson for the past
few days.
tome time with rheumatism.

fiends

7.

The Board then adjourned until the next
or subject to ca'l of the chairman.
Attested, A. T. Chavez, Cou ity Clerk.

The stockmen are busy gathering steers for the market A sale
Paso
went
to.Et
J.JV4llred
of 1,800 steers was made about
M.mday with Mrs. Ailred to place
two weeks ago.
l
her in a hospital for a surg-icabest
the
carries
She
operation.
wishes of her many friends for The local apple crop is ready
$ successful operation and speedy for gathering and is fairly heavy
recovery.

,tt"mUli,NiYUrr

-

4, Aragon.

Luna.
Bars i .

5,

,.

at the picnic

Louis Jones and family were
C. B.
of Reserve has
out picnicking Sunday. During moved toHudson,
Alma and will live on
a
their outing they were to rob
the Allrnd ninen Hi mnv nM

Precinct No. 2. Middle Frisco

Reserve.

1,

8, Lower Frisco.

The farmers are qir'te busy with
their hay. A number of lot-a- '
showers have fallen which has

interfered with the

4

Mrs. Adalina

AND THE

, SMILE

k

No.

Precinct

This publication reprersents not only the Dona Ana County Fa m Bureau,
but the Farm Bureau Marketing Association, the Mesills Valley Fruit Association, the Poultry Association, the Cabbage Grower' Association, the Swet
Potato Grower's Association, the Rio Grande Valley Dairy Association, the
Elephant Butte Alfalfa Association; and others, including the Bee Keeper's
Association.
.Tbusis a tribute to the worth of Dr. Hill as citizen of the state, and is
not political; as the organizations are all engaged actively in development ef the
to the entire state ef having
state, and members fully reslize the importance
raaaut the head of the state government who is not only in sympathy with their
in
every beneficial movement fox the
great work, but an active agent andforwarding
live stock interests of the state.
the
of
agricultural
dsvelopment
line Sunday School at Fieasanton
Glenwood
Valley gave a picnic Sunday
Mi

that we th Board of County
tGmmis9ioners of Latron County.
New Mexico, have this day ai
propnated the following amounts-omonies out of the road fnno
for the different places herein
specified:
Two hundred dollars ($200.00)
was appropriated, to be spent pe
tween Alma and Glenwood.
Three hundred dollars ($300.00)
to be spent between Glenwoun
and the Grant County line. Fiv
hundred dollars t$500.00). to b
spent between .'.Mogollon anc
and Glenwood. One hundred
dollars ($100 00) o be spent in
repairing the McCarty bridg.
near Reserve. Fifty dollars ($50.
00) to be soent on the Reserv
bridge, and two hunered and hf
ty dollars ($250.00) to be soent
on the
road.
KciSULUTlON:- - Be itresolveo
that we the Board of Count)
Commissioners of Catron Count
have this day named O. P. Rabl
to serve as a juptieff f the peac
in and for precinct No. 35. Mo
gollon, New Mexico, to Sill a va
cancy now existing on account
of the death of Harry Ward.
KB.LULU HON: Ke
t reso ve.
that we the Board of Count'
Commissioners of Catron Countx .
New Mexico, have this da rt
numbered all of the orecincts ii
Catron County, New Mexico 8
.
,
follows:

nlalfiai&r

a

nas oeen very ill during tiie past
week; Misses Mabel Hudson and Whan
you see a dry enforcement
Francis McDonald, substituting officer
approaching Jone.s house its
until a regulur substitute teacher sign that
Jones is either going to lose
his liquor or replenish bis stock.
could be appointed. The place
now being: filled by Mrs. Conger
until miss Hale has recovered
One reason
.'
public opinion of the
aAituierary .society
was organ Volstead Act iswhy
hard to gage la that a
'd on Sep. 22nd. with Fred "wet wants liquor so much
more veheniggins as president and Gus mently than a "dry" does not.
Al.red. See.
The program committee is There seems to be a
im
composed of Voyd Anderson, Jot un in ueraimy mat losing the war
was quite a mistake.
Chavez, Erwin Wilder and Pat

a,

1

C. E. Tipton to act as road su
THE
pervisor in and for Glenwood
BOARD 01 COUNTY
precinct, with all authority ve9
OF
CATRON ted in him for such work.
KCisULU T1UN:-Bt lesolved.
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.

POLITICAL INFORMATION

;;

I

A. T. CHAVEZ,

a..i . r

WORLD SMILES WITH YOU

is consumed in study and car
flies on wings.
Miss Hale, primary teacher

r

.

;

said that school days are
the happiest; I believe it, for time

-

The Democrats at their Massachusetts state convention put themselves on
ADV.
record again as favoring "the legal use of beer and wine." They no doubt felt
tfity had a lepuiation to maintain.
SPECIAL SESSION

Local Items

school.
It is

bable that Alma and Glenwood will also hear the speakers.

prv-sse-

92?

.

By Mrs. Grady,
We have enjoyed our vacations
and we are glad to be back in

fell

L.

4-1-

NO. 24

SCHOOL

,

'

1922,

,

'

a.

A. i.CHaVC-2-,
f'Ch,ria
014

El Paso High School girls of the Senior class hive voted against the lip
tick, roars and extravigant dress.
it . nmkahla. not to iiv disgraceful, tha manner in which girls of
Sen itor Jones; and James Hinkle, Democratic candidate for
tchool age, in all grades, hava been permitted by their parents to gat them.
Selves up like painted dolli, during the past few yean, and it is time that a governor will address a meeting at the ccurt house in Reserve, the
li uit to aueh practice, aa well ai to tha constant shrinkage of ikirti, ahould be night of
7th.
found.
The main csmpaign party of the Demecratic ticket will
Most girls, and women too, when teen on the street, look like painted leave Mag lalena on the morning of the 7th. and will make a fe n
eljwna. Time was for a woman to appear on the street ao kalsomined was stops for 1 fief meetings on the way to Reserve. Senator Jones will
a mark of diagrace, and it should be today
discuss national issues while Mr. Hinkle will explain the needs of
The pure, sweet girl or woman is loved by all regardless of dress or lack of
Mexico and how he would provide for those needs.
New
all
to
such.
in
absolute
head
we
and
tha
bow
respect
cosmetics,
Only one meeting will be held at Reserve and every one is
All school children at Levey. N. M. are happy; a hail storm broke all the
cordially invited to attend. Come and get the Democratic view right
windows In the new school building. Over 200 windows were broken.
from an unquestioned source.
i.'
Divorce among the Turks on grounds of Incompatibility and infidelity would
The party will remain in Reserve until Sunday.
civilization.
American
contaminated
were
by
becoming
judicata that they
Several meeting have been arranged in neart
tow in
It is reported that the German debt between Sep. 10th. and 20th. increased CI
,J
'. I
a
4 ..
tl
.U
visueu is iviogoiiun. It is pr- J,
IS, 473. 600. 000 marks.. This should prove profitable to manufacturers of printing auiiuay, aiiiuiih iiic pmcee w u
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t. CHAVEZ,
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KIDDIES

Something to Think About

i. v

By F. A. UMLKER

with vines an
underbrush. " He1 recognized the loeaPhis
communicated
and
Ity at once,
find to rullroad authorities, with the
result that the pier wus restored by
the government arsenal ofllcers, and is
now In condition to stand as a permanent memorial to the first crossing of
Read This Letter from Mrs.
the Mississippi by n railroad.
W. S. Hughes
While the observance of the railroad's anniversary will be general on
the system, special exercises will be
was under th
Greetwflle, Del.
held at several points on the railroad. Impression that my eldest daughter had
some uiccrnB.1 ixuu out
One of these will take place at
as ever since the first
.Toilet, the first terminus of the road
time her eicknessap-peare- d
to which regular passenger service
she had to go
from Chicago was established. The
to bed and even had
first passenger train reached Jollet on
to quit school one
for a week. I ahvaya
the morning of October 10, 1852. Thlai
'a
take Lydia E.
run will be duplicated on October 10
Vegetable,
by a special train arrylng railroad ofCompound myself go
ficials and Invited guests to Jollet,
I gave it to her and
where a monument will be unveiled to
she haa received
who
Samuel B. Reed, the engineer
benefit from it.
?oneatcan
use this let
built the line In Illinois.
ter for a testimonial if you wish, aa I
what your
about
aay too much
ROOSTER'S CROW SAVES MAN cannot
medicine haa done for me and for my

s iursT
Lincoln
I
Clash With Davis

SIX I

will M. Mauptn
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vmm tjik shadows
or woman who smiles
the lowly cottage
door, ever ready to offer u helping
liand to the unfortunate and to glfe
cheerful encouragement to the weary,
lias, through tenderness and love,
found the way to a sunshine that
grows brighter and brighter until the
end of life.
of dark
The dismal
imnorumn
clouds has drifted away from the
sky nnd nothing remains but the crystal depths of benevolent blue.
Despair has yielded to confidence,
but not without Brst marking its exit
with sorrows nnd tears, anil perhaps
also ragged dishonor, thus fitting the
soul for the comforting change.
Erring, thoughtless, selfish, untrue, and living In the valleys of
durkness while the beauties of Nature were striving for mastery, the
shadowed soul found it difllcult to
rise to the glorious heights where
the atmosphere was sweet and pure.
If, when you are In the shadows,
you expect an atiKei from heuven to
come to earth and lead you away to
a blissful ely.siuni, you will find that
you arc still living among shadowy
man
THE
upon us

from

delusions.
To break away from

the smnhrous
tlinde lurking everywhere about us

Is

extremely difficult, but with a
heart filled with a struggling radiancy of faith, sustained by qualities
which only fulth can give us, we
can do It, and reach the state of
tranguil content which comes quietly to the eurnest and sincere, like
the sunshine of morning after a night
of storm.
We may clap our bunds to the
heights tut we cannot reach them
except
by our own unceasing endeavor.
We must expect tired, bruised feet,
we must anticipate slips uuil falls and
u sickening sense of our own Infirmities, but we must keep climbing-ke- ep
holding fast all the while to the
hand of shltilng-eyeFaith, who. In
spite of our unworthlness, will lead
us hour by hour to higher ground.
There are many ways In which we
may help ourselves, hot not until
our hearts have been properly attuned
to the dominant key and kept In
tune.
Hard work, high thinking and a
charltuble attitude towards others will
be found helpful attendants, for without their first aids no man or woman
however accomplished or exalted, can
hope to emerge from the shadows nnd
write an acceptable record of a
life.
d
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ArilS HUSTLE

When a brave man hits the

bumps-S-

By

JOHN BLAKE
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'7a4

nose
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Everybody has bud luck.
Smile nnd hustle.
That's the time to show your pluck.
Smile and hustle.
to you,"
Say, "Hard luck, good-bStart off on n tack that's new,
Keep straight on with purpose true,
Smile and hustle.
(

by Will M. Muupln.)
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HONESTY
bill is either good
or bud. A man is either honest
or dishonest.
If he Is honest he will not client or
teal, or take undue advantage of another man, under any circumstances.
If he Is dishonest, his cheating and
stealing will lie limited only by bis
opportunity or bis timidity.
The difference between big thieves
Riid little ciooks Is sometimes a difference of opportunity more often a
difference of courage.
The little thief doesn't steal continually because he Is nfrald to. The
big thief has less timidity or less
and steals whenever he
Imagination,
has a chance.
Hut one Is Just as disherit st as the
other. And often the little fellow Is
the worse, for he adds cowardice to
his 'Tookedness.
A
man or woman, trained
In life who does a dishonest action,
wilt do another under the snme circumstances.
A boy or girl, lucking-- this training
will sometimes become straight with
tho growth "of Intelligence.
For the ancient adage uhout honesty being the best policy Is so apparent to common sense that even people who are mentally crooked often
turn honest and remain honest, merely because more profit can be had In
that manner of life.
It la well to apply the honesty test
to yourself, and chnnge your method
If you find thnt under certain circumstances you would take advantage of
a fellow creature legally or ille-

A

gally.

It Is well to drop friends that yon
catch chentlng at cards or at golf, or
In business. For the cheat Is a pnr- -

TTLot tiers

mile

Is

Uncommon

Sense

FIGHT OVER

and hustle.
when he up and humps.
Smile and hustle.
Waste of time to weep nnd wall,
Just forget that small word "fall."
Don't moon 'round till ym 30 stale-Sm- ile
and hustle.
Then

SCHOOL DAljS

A I

called by Rock Island's
entieth Anniversary.

Some big scheme wound up In wreck?
Smile and hustle.
Had luck smite you In the neck?
Smile nnd hustle.
He a man among big men,
Gran a hold and try again,
Suit upon your hands, and then
Smile and hustle.

by alcClura Nwnpuper Syndicate.)
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interesting Historic Incidents

TX711EN your plans go all awry,
Kinle and hustle.
Not a bit of use to cry.
Smile and hustle.
Waste of time to fret Hnd scold ;
lirace, and get another holdj Jleet the future brave and bold
Smile nnd hustle.

RAILROAD

Re-

Sev-

BRIDGE

Davis, as Secretary of War, Opposed
Building of First Bridge Over Mississippi Lincoln Was Attor-

ney for Railroad.
When the Rock Island
Chicago.
railroad celebrates, early In October,
the seventieth unulversury of the operation of its first passenger train one
of tlie feutures having unusual historic interest will be the placing of
a memorial tublet 011 the otdy remaining pier of the lirst rullroad bridge to
spun the Mississippi river.
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Da
vis figured tuiportuutly In tins early
project, Lincoln as counsel for the railroad nnd Davis us secretary of war.
The bridge was bitterly opposed by
the river Interests, who condemned it
as a menace to navigation, and went
so far as to attempt to burn It by set
ting fire to an ancient packet and per
mitting it to flout downstream und
lodge against one of the piers.
Construction of this vital link, defi
nitely hooking up the Atlantic seaboard with the great West to which
the tide of emigration that was to
open a new empire was already flowing, was practically completed when
Jefferson Davis, then secretary of war,
Instructed the United States district
attorney for the northern district of
Illinois to obtain an Injunction forbid
ding Its use for the pnssage of trains.
Tills action was defeated by the railroad, and then enme the incident of
the packet, one spnn of the structure
being destroyed.
Lincoln's Prophetic Words.
Owners of the packet sued the
bridge company, the railroad and sev
eral officers and stockholders as In
dividuals, alleging that the bridge
had so altered the river currents as to
cause the packet to drift back down
ths stream. Lincoln defended the suit
In the United States Circuit court, and
the jury disagreed and was discharged.
In his argument to the Jury the then
country lawyer made the prophetic
statement thnt "more traffic would
cross the river on this bridge than
would ever pass beneath It," a pro
nouncement that was regarded as
more visionary than sound.
Then "Long. John" Wenrworth,
Chicago's famous mayor and con
gressman, pushed " resolution through
congress directing the committee
on commerce,
the predecessor of
the interstate commerce commission, to investigate and report "whether this structure constituted a serious
obstruction to the navigation of the
river." The committee reported thnt
that the
It did, but recommended
controversy be left to the courts for
decision.

g

Cook Boo

mm
The warm raindrops alnnt the sun
And In the rain the robins fling;
Across the creek In twos and troops,
The hawkllng swifts and swallows wing.
WHAT TO EAT

ordered removed."
Judge John M.
Love rendered a decision declaring the
bridge "a common and public nuisance," and ordered the rnllroad to
"remove the three pierg and their superstructure which lay within the state
of Iowa.
The case was appealed to the Supreme court of the United States. Before It reached there Lincoln was removed from the case by his election to
the Presidency, but the argument was
prepared along the lines he had laid
down In the lower courts, and In December, 1802, the Supreme court reversed the District court nnd forever
settled the controversy, saying, In the
words of Associate Justice Catron:
"According to this assumption, no
lawful bridge could be built across the
Mississippi anywhere. Nor could harbors or rivers be Improved; nor could
the great facilities to commerce, accomplished by the Invention of rail
roads, be made available where great
rivers had to be crossed."
Abandoned Years Ago.
The bridge wns abandoned nnd
years ago, nnd all traces of
It were thought to have been lost, until Charles Dnvis, who drove the first
engine taken Into the state of Iowa,
and the first pensioner of the Rock
Island lines, was rambling over the
arsenal grounds at Rock Island, III.,
one day after his retirement. He came
upon the old stone pier, crumbling

i

.

Baked Sausages With Rice.
Cut pork snusnges Into thin slices,
flutter a baking dish and fill with cold
Lolled rice. Moisten the rice with water In which beef extract has been dissolved.
Spreail the sliced sausages
over the rice and bnke In a hot oven
jtintll the slices are crisp.
(iraham Gems.
(
Take one cupful each of sour milk
f
and graham flour,
teHspoonful
of soda, a little suit, one egg, welt
beaten, two tablespoonfuls of sugar
and three of shortening. Hake In
one-hal-

gem

1

.

pan.

Baked Kggt With Cheese.
Make toast tf rounds of bread
which bnve beert cot nearly through

"I

mi

Pink-ham-

Guides William Warner, Lost In Penn-

sylvania Cranberry Swamp,
to Farmhouse.
Stroudsburg, Pn. The crowing of a
rooster saved the life of William Wnr-newho became lost In a cranberry
nenr Timnersvllle. Warner
swamp
wandered for a long time nnd finally
wus caught In the soft, boggy land up
to his waist. After he succeeded in
dragging himself out nnd got on to
firmer land he was; go tired and weary
that he realized that he might again
be mired.
Hardly during to move, he
heard the rooster crow nnd followed
the sound until he reuched a farmr,

"penny-wise-poun- d

sa
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SUE FOR AMERICAN'S

DEATH

$100,000 Reparation Asked of Turks
for Death of George Knapp,
Murdered by Soldiers.
0
of
death of
George P. Knapp, nn American, seven
years ago In Armenia, Is being prepared for filing ngnlnst the Turkish
government by officials of the State
department at Washington, according
to a statement made here by Knnpp's
brother, J. Herbert Knapp, a civil engineer.
When Knnpp died, typhus - as given
as the cause, but his brother t.elleved
the cause wns more sinister nnd left
his home here to" go to Turkey nnd
Armenia, where he pnssed years In
an Investigation. He secured nn
from an Armciilnn banker, which
declnres his brother wns tnken by
Turkish soldiers, who trampled Into
the dust the American flng over Ids
door, lied him to n tree In a desolate
place nnd shot him three times simply
because they believed he know- loo
much about their depredations.

Los Angeles, Cal.

as reparation

A claim

for

$100.-00-

the

Personalities Barred.
We like our friends to be
finnk about 'Mlier ueoiiit-.- .
Trnnseriot.

DON'T-DESP-

troub.a with pains or

aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney.
Ilvsr, bladder and uric add trouble and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for ths name Cold Medal ea stmt km
and aecapt ne imitation
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RE A UT V IN EVERY BOX
KRHMOl.A" li & medloatd snow white
that does wondera for the complexion. R mores
A wonder-fu- l
tan,
faco bUMUJb.. Mull 11.36. FUKB BOOKLET.
DR. C. M. BIRRY

CO., 197S Wllctllm
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Cuticura Soap
IS

IDEAL- -

For the Hands
Soap

25,

Oiatsioat 25 sad 50c,
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Much
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Parasols Used as Pets.
Among the latest fashion novelties
for women are parasol handles specially carved In wood and thea enameled In the shapes of portraits of pet
dogs and birds.

FREEDOM FROM
LAXATIVES
Discovery

by Scientists Has FUplaced
Them.

Pills and salts give temporary relief from constipation only at the expense of permanent injury, says an
eminent medical authority.
Science has found a newer, better
way a means as simple as Nature
itself.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
But when constipation exists this natural lubricant is not sufficient. Medical authorities have found that the
gentle lubricating action of Nujol most
closely resembles that of Nature's own
lubricant. As Nujol is not a laxative
It cannot gripe. It is in no sense a
And like pure water it la
medicine.
harmless and pleasant.
Nujol Is prescribed by physicians;
used In leading hospitals. Get a bottle
from your druggist today. AdreUse-nien- t.

His

Opposite Views.
"Gad I What a short skirt

that

girl is wearing 1" Hers "Heavens
What long legs she lias I"

!

People will work hard for their
fun. Do you remember when bicycling
was a pastime?

lllw Niaht

UMorniml-- d

-- 1
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one-ha- lf

ONCE IS WOUOH

0

years we have published letters from
mothers, daughters, and women, young
and old, recommending the Vegetable
Compound. They know what it did for
them and are glad to tell others. In
your own neighborhood are women who
know of its great value.
Mothers daughters, why not try it I

If you are

Due to Carelessness of Men Who Innumerable number of small fires.
While all of this work Is Important
Heed Neither Warnings Nor
and valuable, experience has demonstrated beyond a shadow of a doubt
Experience
that these fires will continue nnd that
at any time one of them may develop
Into a conflagration unless the one
FIRE BELL CLANGS CONSTANTLY
great safety consideration becomes
general ; namely, the construction of
buildings that won't burn.
The pessimistic say "there Is no
Each Clang Announces That a Useless
such thing as a "fireproof building"
Waste Is Being Added to Burnnd cite as proof some fireproof buildFire
dens of Community
ing thnt has suffered flre dnmage.
Prevention Campaigns.
What might have happened hnd the
not been fireproof, or If
building
More than two and
Chicago.
buildings likewise hnd not
neighboring
the
since
have
centuries
passed
been fireproof, Is left unanswered.
conwas
fire
This
fire.
great London
It can no more be expected that a
sidered to have been nn "act of God,"
healthy tree will remain
and lawyers have since drawn con- perfectly an
rhnrd of diseased trees
tracts to relieve contracting parties of heaiHy to
than that a fireproof building will pass
any obligation that could not be fulthrough heavy tires In its combustible
an "act of God."
filled because-o- f
The flre
without damage.
No longer, however, do we charge neighbors
hazard of a fireproof building Is found
the Dlety with causing conflagrations.
almost entirely In combustible buildHumanity has progressed far enough
adjoining It.
ings
the
to
from
place
superstition
nway
Stops Spread of Fire.
the
on
;
blame where it belongs that Is,
Tills fact wus driven home In a
carelessness, thoughtlessness or
foolish" policy of men who startling manner In the fire which deheed neither warnings nor experience. stroyed an entire block near the site
But humanity has not progressed far of the new Union station In Chicago
The Burlington office
enough to prevent recurrence of dis- last spring. a
fireproof building, but
building was
astrous and death dealing fires.
building across the street
In spite of nntlonul, state and local the
When the walls of the Ausflre prevention campaigns and more or was not.
the Burlington
less pointed legislation, fires rage In tin building, opposite
Into a roaring Inferno,
the United States at the rote of one building, fell
the entire eastern side of the Burlingevery minute of every hour of every ton
building above the ninth floor was
day. The clang of the flre bell never
smothered In a wave of gases of blast
that
announces
each
and
clong
ceases,
furnace temperatures which melted
a useless waste Is being added to the
wire
glass and Instantly Ignited every
of
the community.
burdens
bit of combustible material In the top
Losses' Increase Yearly.
six stories of the building.
Of course, a reason can readily be
In
ordinances
cities
Building
In
Increase
never
the
for
found
ending
throughout the country are being remore
losses.
Each
flre
year
yearly
vised, and an opportunity Is thus afbuildings ore constructed, contents In- forded to prevent the construction of
crease, there are more people, and anything but fireproof buildings withboth buildings and contents ore worth in the main business district of our
more in dollars and cents. But people cities nnd towns.
Those who have
are no more careful.
heeded the wurnlngs of flre prevention
The National Flre Protection asso- experts, and who have sufficient reciation devotes 305 days out of the gard for protection of their own Inyear to flre prevention. Chambers of vestment and that of their neighbors
Commerce, Women's clubs und other to build fireproof structures for themcivic organizations give a portion of selves have a right to the protcrtlon
their time to educating the public to of laws prohibiting the construction
form those simple hublts which in the of flre trups next to their fireproof
aggregate would greatly reduce the buildings.

Lonely Grave of a British Hero

-

Wm. S. Hughes,
daughter."-M- rs.
Greenville, Delaware.
Mothers and oftentimes grandmothers
have taken and have learned the value
of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound. So they recommend the medicine to others.
The best test of any medicine is what
it has done for others. For nearly fifty

house.

Every Minute

wrong-doing-

TMSHES for luncheon thnt are not
'--'
too lining will be found In the
following:
Ham and Noodles.
Hntter an earthen baking dish, put
Into the bottom a layer of cooked
noodles, add a layer of cold boiled
ham cut into small bits, then another
, layer of noodles. Itepeat until the dish
I Is full. Heat one egg, add one cupful
of milk and pour Into the dish. Cover
- with crumbs, dot with butter and
bake lu a moderate oven.

MOTHERS AliO

Fires in U. S.

tlcularly despicable form of crook,
Then James Ward, a St. Louis
nnd deserves no friends whatever.
steamboat owner, filed a bill in the
Never think that a man or a woman
United States District court, Southern
or dishonest
Is a little dishonest,
division of Iowa, In 1858, praying that
about some things and honest about
"the bridge be declared a nuisance and
others.
By WALTER I. ROBINSON
They are 100 per cent honest or
not honest at all. They are honest
In everything or honest In nothing.
SIX AND CITIES
Will Found Written
If they are honest, as we believe
on Paper in Watch
most people are, they are worthy to
be trusted.
If they are dishonest, pvON'T blame sin on the cities.
No community Is ever better
Palo Alto, Col. The will of
knowing what dishonesty menns, the
"Dad" Moulton, veteran Stanford
wider berth you give them the better than the people within It. If the people are honest.
It will be for you.
athlete, was taken to Sun Jose
and live up to the teachings of
(
for filing, and it is one of the
by John Blfikt.)
their churches, regardles3 of denomistrangest, In form, ever filed.
nation, they'll find little cause for comMoulton cut a piece of paper
Into a circle that fit the back of
plaint no nintter where they live. But
when they know what Is right and
his watch nnd wrote the will on
don't do It or don't Insist on others
It. .
the
best
following
It reads:
pathwny, they nro
to
be
likely
disgruntled with condi"September 14, 1921. At my
tions which they bring upon themdeath I w ill everything I huve to
selves.
my wife, Ida L. Moulton. I wish
IlllilllllllllllllllUIIII
her to help Edwin, our adopted
We know a great deul about most of
with a smaller cutter and the center the big cities, but we know just as
boy, If he deserves It.
"E. W, MOULTON."
thus innile hollowed out. Mix grated much of the small towns and open
cheese with cream and sprend over the country, and proportionately, we betoast. Arrange on a platter, break an lieve, there Is no difference In the
.
And we conegg In each depression sprinkle with volume of
seasonings nnd cheese, dot with but- fidently believe that if people hailing
ter nnd set Into the oven In a dripping from the small towns and country
pan of hot water. Bnke until the eggs would be as devout to the cause of
are set.
right as they claim to be when they
come luto large communities,
the
r
lmh-.!..-;.
" Jr.mtot
blotches on cities' reputations would
be much fewer than they are.
t. 1U22, Wiat.ru-- O- Ntwiiier t'nloD.l
It Is true that there are many more
amusements and Inducements In big
.v?.'. ?Y5ir ,''
towns which are likely to divert newcomers' attention from church work
and home life. But none of these will
r
13
WMWiisJLIU
lead people from the proper pathway
i.
iiimmLUMm.".
unless they are willing to be led. Even
commercialized amusements on the
Sabbath will have no harmful effects
on those who know they are wrong. If,
they wish conscientiously to follow
the safe pathway.
Remove from every big city the sln-- i
1'
ners who rush In from small places
.4
for hiding and the police and uplift
L,
UMfi.
workers would find little work necessary In order to preserve the standards of morality and honesty which
are so grently to be desired.
Able ministers, fine, churches, educational opportunities, science, Invention and commercial and Industrial
progress of the cities are the kind of
This plain wooden cross upheld by a cairn of small stones, on the desolate
Inspirations which should make the
and uninhabited Island of South Georgia, Just aliovt the Antarctic circle, marks
world In general more happy, comfort
the last resting place of England's heroic explorer, Sir Ernest Shackleton, who
able and thankful to God.
.
iJed last year
(Copyr1(ht bj the Wbi oolv Syndicate, Inc.)

The Friendly Path
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DAUGHTERS
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NEW MEXICO
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KbepVbur
Claan - Clasr - HailtH

THE RESERVE

METHODS OF WHEAT

MARYLAND BOYS

American Youngsters Win
e Trophy in
k
Judging Contest.

holds the perfume of a thousand fragrant petals. For three generations, lovely
women have enjoyed its purity.
A sensible recipe for lovely complexions
is rain water and this pure soap.

Refined

W.L. DOUGLAS
NEW SALES METHOD
c .
n
n

Lj aXK1

Shoes
Mea'f.Womcn'fABoyi'
This new plan of distribution fy.tfi
has been arranged tor your t
t
HssnAttt. nd tlirniwh It
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Profits Are Guaranteed
W. L. Douglas shoes are tbe
d

ehoes.
High quality,
work man ship coupled
With low prices aud latest
stvles make easv sales ami
r
ulek
of your small Investment. Prepaid express and freight, 10 cent per pair
the MiMiMlppl. and bonded 24 hour
shipping service help in or ease profits and make

honest

f

Write now (or
Urge investments unnecessary.
If there Is no
afcalog and full information.
awarded
town
maybe
you
Douglasdealerln your

RIGHTS

SobandletMf great nitlnuallj admtlied product.
aboM
tiiewwe tie ptoflta
J...,
adding W. L. DonglM aboes to hJ Una.

Jlu

Busy Masculine Knitters.
Knitting Isn't exclusively a woman's
work or pastime or art. In every Are
engine house throughout the District
the fire laddies are busily engaged In
making fancy sweaters of Intricate
design for wives or sweethearts. In
one of the most popular art needlework shops in Washington there is n
man Instructor In knitting, who can
work all sorts of pictures into the
mesh that glides through his fingers.
One of the most prominent men In the
Carnegie Institution has been n knitting artist for years und makes elaborate bedspreads, dresses, draperies.
Washington Star.
A SWEATER,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dve or tint her worn, shabby dresees,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes' no other kind then
Diaperfect! home dyeing Is sure because
mond Dves are guaranteed not to spot,
Tell
run.
druggist
your
fade, streak, or
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. Advertisement.

Why the Umbrellas?

A rather amusing sight was that at
York beach one rainy day reeeHy,

on

holle

the morning dip came from their cotDrMfMDPD thttM.Ono.omhubmnipentln
tages on their wny to the beach all
RtmCilUDLIV
lTertlMiig W.t,.IonKlahoe.
Mo other ihoee ean qual W. J,. Dowrlae In auick
cnrrylng open umbrellas. Vacationists,
alee, beoaiwe peopleoall for them. The reulUpf
witnessing the procession of bathers
this adyertlelng and 46 year of honeet ahoemak-Inmoans sale and proflta for you.
approaching the water all set for the
nittie. nWMvAioiivlllmfinlawtinllN.
plunge, wondered at the theory of carI.LD0UGIA8 8H0E CO., 10 Sptrk Strut, Brockton, Dm
to protect themAsk your Dealer for W.IDouglae ehoes. rying "bumbleshoots"
selves from the rnln when they would
There's nothing longer than the sum- shortly be drenched while tnklng their
mer day to the girl who Is to be morning bath. New York Sun.
married In the fall.
The woman who always tells the
If you're sick enough you'll be too truth tells about nine unpleasant ones
out of a possible ten.
rick to be frightened.

ij
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Every genuine
package has
the cross and
circle printed
in

red.

Make your
uia wans n
7

Redecorate with
little trouble,

(Prepared by the United Statea Department
of Agriculture.)
- During a year
made notable by
American successes in International
contests, not the least Important event
was the winning of the Northcllffe
gold cup by the team of Maryland
boys sent to England by the Southeastern Fair association, Atlanta, Ga.,
after defeating all club teams In the
live-stoc-k
judging competition among
boys' agricultural club members In the
United States. Tkcse boys Warren
Rice, Joseph Glacklen, and Oeorge
Worrllow all of Cecil county, recently returned to their homes, with experiences that fall to the lot of few
boys.
In competing with the English team
for the cup offered by Lord Northcllffe, publisher of the London Daily
Mall, July 5, the American boys Judged
classes of British Frleslans, Guernseys, and Dairy Shorthorns. The
English team, one member of which

,

SHE DYED

less

expense and greater
satisfaction. There
is one best way
to do it.

Instead ofKalsomine or Wall Paper
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Presenting the Gold Cup.
was a girl, was selected from about
'
250 club members now enrolled In
work with gardens, pigs, poultry,
calves, and bees, under the leadership of tbe London Dally JlaU. This
work was begun two years ago as a
result of observations made by Lord
Northcllffe during a visit to the United
States In 1919. The English enrollment Is insignificant when compared
with the halt million club members
in this country, but it promises to be
the beginning of a popular educational
movement in England.
Before attending the Royal Agricultural Society show, where they competed for the gold cup, the American
boys visited Edinburgh, parts of Scotland famous for Shorthorn cuttle and
Clydesdule horses, a number of English stock farms, and a typical county fuir at Doncaster. At the royal
show they attended one of the annual auction sales that drew buyers
from Denmark, France, Spain, and
even from the Far East. Following
the show the party took a flying trip
to the French battlefields, reaching
Paris In time to witness the celebration of Bustlle Day, the French
"Fourth of July." The boys were accompanied by B. G. Jenkins, state
boys' club agent of the Maryland extension service, and C. L. Chambers
of the United States Department of

NSTHPATORI
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills

IITTLE

IVER

PILLS

Q tnf o tamt r.irrVif o offer TVtmr
f Vian folro 9
cleanse your system of all waste matter and
Regulate Ycur Bowels. Mild as easy to
take as SUgar. Cemlnt tear tlgnahinytn?&SC
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.

stubble for wheat. For the past 14
years this problem has been studied
at the Fort Hays branch station, and
the results have just been published
by the United States Department of
Agriculture in Department Bulletin
Pro
10U4, Methods of Winter-Wheductlon at the Fort Hays Branch Station, by John S. Cole and A. L.
Hall-ste-

This experiment station is in Ellis
county, Kansas, which Is In the western tier of th solid block of
wheat counties in that
state. Statistics of the Kansas state
board of agriculture show that farming In this section has been stabilized
s
for 80 years by devoting nearly
of the cultivated acreage to
winter wheat. During this period
there has been no change in yields,
the average for the county from 1891
three-fourth-

to

1920,

Inclusive,

being

only

9.8

bushels to the acre.
All this time wheat has been grown
continuously after wheat by several
methods. In this region there are 90
duys between harvest and seeding.
By plowing 73 days after harvest and
17 days before seeding, an average of
10.5 bushels per acre has been produced, the lowest yielding method
tried, but practically the same as the
average for the county. Early plowing, 82 days after harvest and 58
days ibefore seeding, has averaged
14.6 bushels per acre. Early plowing
subsolled has averaged 17 bushels,
and land listed Instead of early plowed
Land alhas averaged 17.3 bushels.
ternately fullowed and cropped to
wheat has averaged 20.3 bushels.
From 1914 to 1020, Inclusive, surprising success has resulted from
sowing wheat In the stubble either
disked or uncultivated. This method
has averaged higher yields than late
plowing and nearly ns much as early
Various other Important experimental results are recorded In the bulletin,
but the most Important announcement Is that the
period between harvest and seeding offers the
most fertile field for the control of
The mate ompletely this Is
yields.
made a cultivation period the higher
will yields rise a'uove the minimum
at which they now rest. An increase
of 50 per cent Is not Impossible, and
some part of It, say the investigators,
should be realized through greater
timeliness and efficiency of operations.
y

SUDAN

GRASS

IS

POPULAR

Plant Well Adapted to Certain Conditions; Supplies Some Needs
Better Than Other Crops.
Eight years ago Sudan gress reIts first extensive publicity la
this country, and its popularity continues to Increase, proof enough that
the plant Is well adapted to certain
conditions and supplies some needs
better than any other forage crop. The
satisfaction It gives ns a summer pas- ceived

boys impressed the English
breeders with their thorough knowledge and ready appraisement of the
animals shown them," said Mr. Chambers.
"They were keenly alert to
the opportunities that came to them
to study the results of generations of
painstaking work by English livestock breeders, The contest gave them
an opportunity to demonstrate to old
England the benefits resulting from
tbe Inspiration and training that a
half million American farm boys and
girls receive every year under the
guidance of the United States Department of Agriculture and the state
agricultural coleges."
"Our

FOR ROADS

The cost of grading for highway
construction apparently has reached a
stable condition, according to statistics
of the bureau of public roads of the
United States Department of Agriculture. The average cost per cubic yard
roads rose
for grading on federal-aifrom 38 cents In 1917 to a peak price
of CO cents In 1920, and has since
gradually declined.
On federal-aiwork contracted for
in the last three months the average
price per cubic yard for the whole
United States was 33 cents In April,
32 cents in May, and 34 cents In June.
The cost of other Items entering Into
road work also shows a general tendency toward stabilization, although In
many cases not as marked as that
for en,rhwork.
d

More

Than

Needed

Being Able to Stop, Start
Guide Car Along Road.

SOME UGLY

(Prepared by the United Statei Department
ol Afrtcuiture.)
In western Kansas where a large
the
cultivated area is sown to
part of
wheat year after year, the greatest
cultural problem in terms of acres
Involved Is how to prepare wheat

Agriculture.

aovernment Statistics Show That
Price In Recent Months Has
Gradually Declined.

GARTER'S

Plowing.

plowing.

COST OF GRADING

jO

Something

Has Averaged Higher Yields
Than Plowing and Nearly as
Much as the Early

Luxurious

m
permanent
shoe business on limited capital through the

in

Plan

Qlven Opportunity to Inspect
Cattle and Horse Farms While on
Trip to Royal Agricultural
Society Show.

Luting

That If engine trouble develops which Is not euslly diagnosed, the cluinces are that the
piston rings are at fault and
It Is therefore always well to
examine' these before delving
further Into the more delicate
parts of the mechanism.
This may be done In a munner
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes by cranking the
engine up to high pressure and
then allowing It to stand for a
minute or two before opening
to see
the pet or prtming-cooIf there Is any compression left.
By trying In turn, piston ring
troubles may usually be located in' this manner, for the compression will leak out past faulty
piston rings, while It will be
held by those which are properly
In this connection, the
fitted.
valves must also be considered,
for If they leak It Is slmost Impossible to get good compression
In the cylinder.
Both the valves
and the piston rings should he
tested, however, before one commences to tinker with the delicate mechanism of the carburetor, which Is usually blamed
when other parts are at fault.
.
(Copyrlt-htby The Wheeler
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Surprising Success in Sowing
the Stubble.
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TRICKS

DRIVING

Among Most Common Practices That
Result In Accidents Are' Starting
Ahead In Second Speed and Relaxing Vigilance.
The test of a good driver Is not
whether ho is able to stop, start and
guide the car along the road, but
whether he Is Invariably considerate
of the mechanism of his own vehicle
and of the feelings, eccentricities and
safety of all other users of the road.
If a man drives well in every respect
except that he expects all pedestrians
to know how to walk, all equestrians
to know how to ride, and all motorists
to know how to run a car, he Is still
a menace of the highways.
There are some bad driving tricks
which are encountered every time you
rule,
go out Ignoring the
cutting corners, swinging around a
corner without first going close to the
curb, cutting In on the wrong side of
a car.
The careless, unmannerly driver Is
a poor driver, even though he may be
expert In car control.
The simple mechanics of driving
the steering, the manipulation of gear
shift lever, pedals and so on are
enslly mastered. But the record of
crumpled fenders, damaged lamps, and
wayside wrecks tell the story that a
whole lot of motor car owners do not
know how to drive.
Result In Accidents.
Among the most cotumou practices
that result In needless accidents may
be mentioned the following examples:
The first driver, Mr, A., was very
proud of the car's acceleration equipment. After being held up by congested tratlic he always started in
second and was going twenty miles
an hour before slower cars "had got
into motion.
One day he relaxed his customary
Into the
vigilance and piled head-orear of another car. First result:
Two bent fenders and no headlights
on his own car, plus two sheered
spring clips on the car ahead, totaling a repair cost of $12.50. Second result, arising from stopping too quickly: Demolished rear luggage carrier,
and the total eclipse of the lights
on the car which bumped him from
Because he filled to put out his
hand on stopping. . Mr C assumed responsibility for the dnniuge to the
overtaking car and It cost him about
a hundred sliver dollars to learn that
he didn't know how to drive.
Next In line comes Mr. B. He was
such a good driver that he could afford to be careless. He prided himself
on knowing the bumps and other peculiarities of all roads In his neighborhood. But one night after a heavy
rain he was loafing along at 50 miles
an hour when his car bounced In and
out of a hole which had been caused
water, and he Inby undermining
dulged In two new springs and a
rather expensive rear axle assembly.
He Is now a better driver than he
was.
Could Divide Hit Brain.
Here we find Mr. D. E. Eff, to whom
driving had become like second nature.
He could divide his brain Into two
parts, reserving the one for guiding
the car around corners, speeding It up
and down . hills, avoiding bad spots
In the road, and so on; aud utilizing
the other for entertaining his guests.
He could laugh and tell droll stories
which provoke his friends Into gales
of merriment. But one day he glanced
around to see how the point of a story
hud been taken, and Just then a telephone pole grew up In what he thought
was the middle of the road. Ills
spirit Is now motoring down the long,
long trail.
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STOMACH WORMS DISASTROUS
Ont

Per Cent of Copper Sulphate
as Remedy-Rot- ate
Pastures.

Recommended

"Of all the Internal parasites affecting animals, there is probably none
more disastrous than the stomach
worms," says Geo. H. Glover of the
"This
Colorado Agricultural college.
Is especially true of sheep. The first
symptoms ore dullness and luck of
thrift. These bloodsucking parasites
soon cause anemia which Is manifested
by paleness of the mucous membranes,
such ns the mouth. Sheep that are
affected may have a swelling under
the Juw, which Is commonly known as
"bottle-Jaw.-

"

"A satisfactory remedy, endorsed by
the United Stutes Department of Agriculture, Is s 1 per cent solution of copper sulphate. It Is made by dissolving
h
pound of copper sulphate in
a pint of boiling water and adding
enough cold water to mnke three gallons. This will make enough to treat
100 adult sheep.
The dose Is three
ounces for adult sheep and half that
Pastures which
amount for lnmbs.
have been used by Infested sheep are

Implement Make It Possible to Reach
Almost Inaccessible Placet on
Automobile.
Almost Inaccessible places can he
reached by this grease gun which
builds up a
pressure by
one turn of the handle and ejects Its
contents Into the grease cup by the

High Pressure Gun,
opening of a check valve nt the nozzle.
A small pin In the grease cup opens
the valve. The handle of the gun
need not be turned when the grease Is
ejected.' Special cups are furnished
with the gun.

Jheep Are Mors Economical Meat Producers Than Any Other Class of
Oomestlo Animals.

Well
dangerous for healthy sheep.
sheep should be Immediately separated
from those that show symptoms of the
disease.
"To keep down stomach worms, pastures should be rotated. Sheep muy
Test tl valve springs for strength. safely follow horses and hogs, but not
cattle and goats, since the latter will
;
J
'
save truusinlt ctouiiich worms to sheep."
Keep bjiark well advanced''!.
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DON'T NEGLECT VACCINATION

Wash the car with a light stream
and a sponge.
Soft water or elenr rain water Is
best to use in the cooling system of

of Virulence of Cholera
Attack Last Year It Is Bert
to Use Preventive.

On Account

In many states bog cholera was the
most active last year that It has
The demand for
been for some time.
The varnish of a new car Is benetime In vaccination
fited and hardened by washing with veterinarians'
and for serum from the serum plants
clear, cold water.
became so great that many were unAn excellent lubricant for small and able to get attention to their herds
In time.
exposed parts Is a mixture of half and
On account of the extent and viru
half engine oil and kerosene.
lence of the attack last year It Is recommended that no chances be taken
When grinding valves, be careful
to vaccinate this year's
not to let particles of emery get Into by neglecting
pig crop. Serum Is a preventive agent,
the cylinders.
not a cure, so It Is poor policy to put
e
off vaccinating until the disease apAn overloaded or an underinftated
pears.
tire heuts more rapidly than a properly loaded or properly Inflated tire.
BREED ADAPTED FOR MUTTON
When a car has been standing Idle
for some time drain the float chamber Southdown Excels for Quality of Meat,
Maturity and for High
of the carburetor. This will get rid
Standard of Wool.
of any sediment or wuter,

the engine.

e

It Is customary to overhaul a motor
at least once a year. The valves are
ground, carbon removed, hearings refitted and worn parts rebuslied or
replaced.

MOTOR CAR INVENTED

AMPHIBIOUS

,1,:

FAS

You Auto Know

CORRECTDRIVER

Live-stoc-

COLGATE'S

Height of Meteors.
During the display of the Perseld
meteors one August in France simultaneous observations were made In
that country from points about six
miles apart. From the parallaxes thus
obtained the elevation of sevcrul conspicuous meteors above the earth was
calculated. The height at the beginning of the flight vnrled from 60 to
1T5 miles, and at the end from 22 to
41 miles.
The longest distance traversed In the atmosphere was about
152 miles, and the shortest 35 miles.
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TAKEGOLD CUP

Each cake of Cashmere Bouquet Soap
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CULTURE IN KANSAS

Your Skin is So Fragrant
and Smooth
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW

No breed excels the little South
down for quality of mutton, early ma
turity, folding qualities (for It dresses
the land evenly and well), or for the
high standard of Its wool, which Is
nearest the merino of any of our
breeds. It is a hardy, healthy constl- tutloned little sheep, able to withstand
heat or cold, and, wherever It has
gone and it Is to be found In most
of the
countries of the
world the Southdown has gained1
golden opinions.

FLUSHING
Grass In Labeled Bag.

i

p

-

life

iriiweis

ture for work stock, dairy cows and
other farm animals has been an Important factor during the last year In
stimulating a more than usual interest
In the crop.
It has also been found
that when reasonable care Is used
there Is very little danger of prussic
acid poisoning ; In fact, when the pasture Is properly handled there Is no
danger In the region east of the 98th
meridian. West of that line, the danger Is practically negligible unless the
grass is Injured by drought.
New evidence regnrdlng Sudan grass
pasture Is being provided each year
by fnrmers and experiment stations.
In New Mexico, irrigated Sudan pasture carried two head of milk cows
to the acre, and enough butterfat was
produced to give a return of $75 an
acre after the cost of the grain feed
A prominent
had been deducted.
farmer in central Kansas has a Sudan
An iniipiiihiuus automobile lias been Invented by Herr Karamol of Berlin,
grass pasture every year for his dairy and the machine was recently given a successful test. The car has three
herd and claims that the butter churns
wheels, the front one acting as a rudder In the wnter and a steering wheel on
In from five to ten minutes and Is firm
land. The machine is propelled by motor or foot power.
ind well flavored, while that from alfalfa-The photograph shows the amphibious automobile entering the water.
fed
cows Is hard to gather and soft.

WILL HELP LAMBS

Generous Feeding of

Ewes During
Season Will Increase
Number of Young.

Breeding

Flushing, in the language of sheep
raisers, means the generous feeding of
the ewes during the breeding seuson,
to reduce the number of lumbless ewes
and to Increase the number of twins.
In a government experiment, covering
802 lambings
of 143 different ewes,
the flushing system lncrensed the number of lambs dropped by 18.1 per cent.
Castrate Young Boars.
Most hog raisers hold their surplus
young boars too long before castration. The best time to castrate young
bour pigs Is between six and eight
weeks of age, before weaning. By
performing the operntlon at this nge
the young pig is still sucking Its dam
and Is small enough to be handled conveniently

and

the

testicles

large

to render the operation quite
simple. The objects of castration are
enough

to prevent reproduction, Increase fattening propensity, better the quality
of the meitt.,und help Insure docility.
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THE WORLD IN

DISPATCHES

DO.NG3 AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

WESTERN .
1'he nurses curried thirty

baby orphans to the ground from the second
story ty an exterior stnrlway when the
home of the lnci?!c Const Hoseue und
Protection Soc'ety of Medina, near Seattle, Wash., caught fire.
.Seventy thoiiHiiml ucres of forest
fires are burning in California, according to dispatches received In Washing-Io- n
hy the United States Forest Service from Its Sun
'ranolsco office.
Three fires on the Shasta National
Forest have burned over 10,000 acres.
'
Seven men were Injured In u fire In
the engine room and crews' quarters of
the inotorshlp William Donovan, a
luaiher currier. The vessel wus saved
from destruction hy flooding the hold
und permitting It to sink In the hurhor
t Iams
Damage was estiAngeles.

mate! ut $7fl,lMM).
Several families were homeless, the
l'urt Townsend, Wash., water system
us menaced and y.'ioo.iHll)
worth of
vi

anil Hinder hail
equipment
been destroyed as the result of two
forest fires there. All avnlliilile men
:n fort lownscnil ami soldiers from
Fort Wordeii were battling the flames.
Official Inquiry Into the cause of the
wreck were expected to follow the side
swiping of a Southern Pacific passenger train hy the Shore Line Limited
with the death of two trainmen, the
serious tunning and crushing of two
more and minor injuries to twenty-thre- e
pussongors at .Monlalru, sisty-tu- e
miles north of Los Angeles.
l ive
sheep herder are In the lleno,
New, jiill under indictment of a federal griimj Jury charged with the theft
f sheep from the Iihiho-Xevaih- i
Live
Slock Cuinpnny, which is under a subsidy of the War Finance Corporation,

losing

Department of Justice operative in
Francisco said the men are alleged Id have stolen sheep valued In
excess' nf s;,iw,(Hmi iii the last few
The cuiupntiy lins sheep in Ne-- .
"I.i. Idnlio and I nth.
VVuycnslcr, lit years old,
Angelina
the
pretty. 'housemaid who was In
hoiue of Charles A. Fans when he was
s!i i tu denth by huiullls mi Feb. 3, was
(mulcted of murder In the first degree
at Salt Luke City. It was her second
trial for the alleged crime. The girl
hiiH tltrealeui'i
to coinmll suicide rather than commence serving a life
and she Is being closely watched.
She asserted that she would die anil
come
hack and haunt everyone who
hml anything to do with her conviction.
WASHINGTON
With u total of 07,710 visitors tills
1'ark has broken
heiisiiu, Vellowsioue
all records for travel und leads Its
nearest rival, Voseialte i'urk In California, by more than
tourists,
lu figured unuouiiced by Horace M. Albright. superintendent of the
A

Sub

.

Vellowsione.

('resident Harding notified Senate
anil House leaders that lie will sum.
wou ( ongi ess in extra session beginning Nov. 15. for the purpose of con
tillering and passing the ship subsidy
bill. It Is expected thut the extra scs-- .
Winn will run Into the
regular session
of Congress, which begins the first
Monday In December.
An army hoard inquiry Is being
made to uscerlaln the cause of the
clash of a Martin bombing plane which
killed six army men at Mitchol field,
near Mliiculii, X. V., at the conclusion
f the mimic ulr attack on the land
torces at the ciiiiiomnent. One of the
nix victims. It wus reported unofficially HI the field, was u "stowaway."

The drastic temporary Injunction
order usked by Attorney General llar- M.
Diiiigherly against shopcrnfts
t ry
fctrlke leaders wus put In loice hy
Judge James II. Wilkersoii of Chicago,
without any of its effectiveness being
mollified.
Several slight changes In
the wording of the original order submitted were niude by Judge Wilkersoii
to clarify its inclining.
was
oeililcs
uruisu Aiimassauor
miiong Secretary Hughes' callers on
the hitter's first day buck at Ids desk
In the State Department after an absence In liiuzil of several weeks. While
ni stiiteineiit us to the nature of the
conference was forthcoming, either ut
the embassy or the department, there
v.fCK judical ions that the Near F.astcru
vtuation was mining the subjects discussed.
1'resldcnt Harding in a .aocluinu-Inn issued Li Washington called upon
(tie country to set aside Monday, Del.
H, as fire prevention day, uud to ob
verve it In surl. a untune, us lo im
(tress iion the people the "imporljince
of precautionary measures lor the
avoidance of f.res."
The entire operating personnel of the
railways of the country was called upon by President Harding for u
drive-- ' for thirty days lo
the transportation facilities necessary to meet tin nutiunal ciul
pro-rid- e

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Serious damage Is believed to have
resulted from a typhoon which recent
It Is
ly swept over the Philippines.
reported that the typhoon was severest
In nortiiern Luzon.
The lirltlsh torpedo bout destroyer
Speedy sank In the Sea of Marmora us
the result of u collision with u Dutch
trawler. Ten of the destroyer's crew
were drowned and eighty-sevesaved,
The Speedy sunk within seven mln
utes.
ltussia intends to support the Turks
morally, ami perhaps will give l hem
munitions, it they should be ueeded
but It Is coiisideied lu .Moscow us ex
trcinely unlikely thut liusslun troops
will he sent lu assist the Kemallsts If
they attempt to take Constantinople,
soviet officials indlcuted.
The ullied conference on the near
east has agreed to send a Joint note
to the Angoru government assuring the
return of Constantinople to the Turks
und demanding the freedom of the
straits. It is believed also to offer
the restoration of Adrlunople and
Thrace to Turkey under certain con
ditions.
Ten republicans und six nationalists
were killed la u conflict ut lirris. In
County Mayo, when the republicans,
retreating from Uullinu, were attacked
The military
by government troops.
were tu a disadvantage, us they hud
no machine guns, und they suffered
severely in the earlier stages of the
fight. Later their accurate markmun
ship took u heavy toll from the republicans.
Crave warning of disaster to come
unless Great lirlluln and France act In
concert In the Near Last Is uttered by
Viscount llrey of Falloden, former sec
retary tor lorcign utliilrs. in u letter
to the London Times he denounces the
liritlsh government's utlitude regurd
ing the permanent freedom of the Dardanelles as u terrible mistake, "the re
ply to which has been the withdrawal
of the French flag from Chiinnk."
A Kouter dispatch to London from
Athens sa.s that Admiral Bristol has
informed the Greek government Unit
the Lulled States will undertake to
protect with destroyers the removal
of the remaining loO.OOO refugees ut
Smyrna if Greece provides the means
of transport. The Americans further
undertake to provide shelter und sustenance for the refugees, and they fix
u limit of one week for their embarka
tion. The Greek government lias
guilefully accepted t lit; offer.
Japanese military authorities In
are credited with the statement
.Unit General
Dleterlchs, the
leader in Vladivostok, and Gen.
,
the war lord of ManCluing
churia, have been negotiating secretly
an agreement under which the arms
left hy the Japanese in evacuating Siberia will he divided between the Siberian general und the Chinese general, wlio plan to join In opposing t lie
soviet forces and those ij J lie Fur
at Chita. To-Ui- o

anti-sovi-

Tso-LIn-

Southwest

MARTIAL LAW

From All Over

and Arizona

GREEK

From newsboy to university presi
dent ut tlie age ot 33 Is the record of
Floyd Heck Marvin, M.A., Ph.D., for
more than throe years detin and assistant director of'the University of California, Southern Brunch, at Los An
geles. Floyd Heck Marvin Is the new
president of tlie University of Arizona.
With reports in from every one of
Arizona's fourteen counties the figures
show that former Gov. George Y. P.
Hunt has piled up u majority; of 3,940
votes over Charles H. Ward of Phoe
nix, the defeated candidate, in the contest for the Democratic nomination for
governor. The total vote is: Hunt.
L'0,7.--

Ward, 10,812.

The forest service lias just opened a
new road from Magdalenu through the
Dalll national forest to the Gila forest
boundary, according lo a report of C.
A. Long, district engineer of tlie forest
service. Throe heavy grades which
heretofore made the road almost im
passable, have been cut down and the
entire route will be in good shape.
The First Nutldnul Hunk of Hope,
X. M., was snipped of Liberty Bonds
und all its securities, according to S.
S. Ward, president, in n statement re
ga riling the alleged shortage of upprox
imntely SUS.lKKl found by a national
lunik examiner. j'o I race has been
found of Hugh AL Gage, missing cash
Mr. Ward said the peculations
ler.
from the hank had been going on for
six years.
The weather bureau' office al Santa
X. M reports that the month of
August averaged much above the nor
mal in teniiieraltire ntnl much below
in precipitation. The heat was intense
over much of the siale. Hairing Aug
list, I'.HII, II was the hottest August In
the last lliirly-- t wo years. Tlie month
egnii with rather high temperatures,
liich rose higher till the 4th und iith
passing ,100 degrees at many ot tlie
lower altitude ami valley .stations.
Edward F. Winkler, a member of a
hand of six men who attempted to hold
up the Guillen State 'Limited on the
ut
Pacific,
Chicago, Kock Island &
Jiiynes station, six miles from Tucson.
Ariz., on May 15, was arrested in Al
buquerqiie. lie ailuiltteil bis Identity
and told officers a detailed story of
lie iillempted holdup, ill
which
If,
'tewiirr, an express messenger, killed

.1

ARMY

IN

IN
REVOLT,
8I8TS ON CHANGE IN GOVERN-

According to an announcement made
by Sidney M. Weil, actual work on the
Santa Fe & Northwestern Hallway
line from llernallllo to the Jemenz
coal and timber region will he started
about the first of October.

While several hundred school chll- P.ccause Waller Weflin, a convict,
ilivn were waiting to enter the theater
and see a picture called "The Trap" as has a disease of the Johns that Is stifgnosis of the management of the fening hem and in lime is likely In
Strand theater in Pittsburg, u section affect his jaws so thai bo can't open
of the cimcreule floor ubout twelve them, he was. given a piirilun hy Gov
lie
feet square In the lobby of the theater ernor .Mechein ot .New .Mexico.
collapsed, precipitating several score of mans comlilioii was reported to tin
(hllilrcii into t lie basement, causing the governor hy Dr. K. W. Fiske, peniton
dentli of one und injuries to thirty Mary physician, who, according to tlie
others.
governor, advised he he released at
t
George 11. tjisler of the St. Louis once heeituse the penitentiary (lnln
lirowns, generally rated as the great- have faoililies lo take care of a case
est first Imseiuui In the major leagues, of this kind.
wus awarded the American League
Policeman George V. Hunllng will
trophy offered by the club owners us have lo face trial on a charge of fa
a reward to the player who proved of
tally shooting Wylie Itayuii'inl Colvin
greatest service to Ids leuni during the the youth who was wounded by a lml
U)2"J
championship season. Sisler's let from the officer's revolver, and
name will lie the first inscribed on the who died the following
day at St. Jo
monument to be
$llU,oH) biisebull
The cor
seph's hospital in Phoenix.
erected by i .e Americiin League in oners
jury investigating the uffulr
D.
Potomac
Lust
park, Washington,
handed In a verdict to the effect that
C, and presented lo the government us the I.aveen youth met his death us the
und
u memorial to the national sport
result of a wound caused li.v a bullet
the fired from a revolver in tlie bunds of
a hull of fame for perpet jilting
memory of lis greutest pbiyers.
tlie policeman.
The marriage or former Kaiser Wil
Hinting thai a prominent Phoenix
Hum will occur not with he freely
citizen and his wife are under surveilgiven consent ot the entire llnhenzol
lorn luinily, us reported from lterlin, lance and that an arrest was probable,
hut despite tlielr bluer opposition und. city police and deputies from Sheriff
ubove all, against the strongly ex John Montgomery's office in Phoenix
pressed wish of the crown prince, ac- are working on the theory Unit Guy
cording to Information secured from a Dernier was strangled to death, The
source very close to the former kaiser. theories that Dernier came to his dentil
Applicants lor admission lu Harvard by drowning or that he died of heart
University will be usked lo stute failure while
swimming in Hie Arizona
whether "any change has been made ennui
were abandoned when tlie corsince their birth lu their names or the
a verdict thut
names of tlielr fathers." It became oner's jury returned
Dernier "came to Ids death by asphyxknow n in Cambridge. The appearance
cause undetermined."
of this and similar queries on the iation,
was
said
from
result
J.
0.
to
Clay, president of the Durun-go- ,
questionnaires
the movement Initialed lusl spring to
Colo., Kxcliunge, during u recent
limit enrollment of persons of certuln visit to Aztec, reported that $:i,.1UO,000
races.
in land subscriptions had been raised
Holding the railway shopmen's strike for the new southern outlet rullroud
u conspiracy In restraint of trade, In
from tliis part of tlie state to Gallup.
interference with Interstate coiinnerce The drive for the
$700,000
and carriage of the nuills because is now on and it is remaining
expected that tlie
"where minds meet together on such
necessary lfl,(KKI,000 will he raised by
a purpose, a conspiracy exists without
even u word being spoken," Judge the end of the present mouth. If tlie
United States drive is successful, and It Is expected
James II. Wilkersoii,
District Court In Chicago, sustained that It will be, It is thought, that actu
the government's pleu for u country- al construction work on the new railwill be started by the first of the
wide
temporary injunction ugainsl road
year.
striking railroad crafts.
An effort will he nnnle to hold next
The Goddess of Liberty was adopted
unanimously by the executive commit- years annual civilian military traintee of the Democratic state committee ing camp at Fort Hunchiieu, Ariz,, In
in St. Louis as (he emblem of the stead of at Fort Pdlss, Tex., according
Democratic party In Missouri, suc- to a statement made In Xogales by Col.
ceeding the donkey which has served A. J. MacNab, Jr., commanding officer
of the Twenty-fiftUnited States Intlie Democratic party us its emblem
fantry stationed therp.
for ninny years.
A big meeting of tlie farmers In the
Secretary of state Hughes returned
rlcinity of Artesla, N". JL, was held at
to New York aboard the battleship
Maryland from Itlo de Janeiro, where the rooms of the Chamber of Com
merce, when the matter of the annual
he attended the opening of the
centennial exposition, and a lew Alfalfa Festival was taken up. It Is
hours lifter disembarking boarded u likely that the big festival will be held
during Hie month of October.
truln for Washington.

DARDENELLES.

A crisis is developing rap
Alliens.
idly. The king has proclaimed mar
tial law.
Eight thousand troops at
Siilonlkl have revolted, insisting on a
change In the government, Sections of
tlie army In the Aegenn Islands also
have revolted. They dciniind that the
king abdicate. Part of tlie army in
Thrace demands that tlie king join the
army there. Tlie officers' and troops
who revolted at Salmiikl have seat
word to Alliens insisting on the im
prlsonuient of several of the former
premiers, including M. Gounaris nndll,
Struitor, who are held responsible for
the adverse campaign In Asia Minor.
They also demand u change in the
government and the establishment of
a neutral cabinet.
Important contingents of the tinny
on the Islands of Mllylonc, Chios and
Crete also have revolted. They sent
over Athens which renn airplane
leased pamphlets denitinillng the abdi
cation of tlie king, tlie removal of tlie
ministry and active continuance of the
war in Thriice.
All reports are reported to he of an
entirely political nature.
No fighting of an insurrectionary
character has been reported from any
of tlie disturbed ureas. The
zelisls allege that tlie revolt in the
Islands was engineered by partisans
of former Premier Venizelns.

Constantinople 11 is reported that
the Turkish Nationalist troops are In
trenching In tlie neutral zone of the
Dardanelles.
The Turks refuse to recognize the
neutral zone, and declare they will
bold t heir present position. Kenialist
forces also occupied the town of
The l'ritish made representa
Biglia.
tions against this, hut these were not
heeded.

The region from I'aiidik to YurinJe,
along the Anatolian railway, lias been
proclaimed a zone of operations by
tlie Piritlsh. Tlie civilian populations
of the villages within the zone have
been ordered to leave,' und the l'ritish
are digging three lines of trenches.
Burglar Confesses Part in Robbery,
Dove, who
Fairfield,
formerly lived near here and who was
recently arrested at P.end, Ore., by
Sheriff Waller Harris, und County AttornoyMunroe of Jefferson county,
bus admitted Ills part in the robbery
of the household of Louis Palm, near
here, the night of July 111, according
to the officials. According to the coun
ty attorney, Dove has stated that he
und Leonard Iieliel hud planned tlie
robbery of the Palm home for more
than a year, the hitter having told
Dove that $50,000 was secreted on the
place, lie declared, however, that they
obtained nothing.
Pershing Changes Literary Retreat.
Great Neck. X. V Publicity given
to tlie fact that General Pershing hud
rented the Siiinpllnor eslule here ns a
literary retreat in which he planned to
write n book about the war, has caused
tlie general to change his plans, Mrs.
S. S. Sniupllnor unuouiiced.

n

Hughes

Backs Allies.

Washington Allied proposals to In
sure effectively entrance to the Dardanelles and protection of racial and
religious minorities in negotiating a
permanent peace settlement of the
Xear Eastern crisis,. are clearly in ac
cord wllh American sentiment, Seere-- ,
tary Hughes declared In the first for
mal assertion of American policy
toward the Turkish problem, At the
gnine time, Mr. Hughes took occasion
to express the trust of tlie Washing
ton government that arrangements
would be made to keep the straits
open and maintain peace.
Jury Frees Woman.
Oklahoma
City, Oklu. Mrs. J. 0.
Tolbert, who shut und Ullied Mutt
Green, an Innocent bystander, - here,
when she went gunning for her husband, was exonerated hy a coroner's
jury. The coroner's jury held that t lie
slaying of Green wus accidental and
Unit Mrs. Tolbert wus justified In try:
ing to end the mortal existence o her
husband who, she claimed, sent her to
tlie htspital with 11 broken rih-i- is
the
result of a beating.
To Restrict Search

at

Sea.
Washington. Curtailment of the ac
tivities of American prohibition en- rorcement officers on tlie high sens
was decided upon hy President Uurd-in- g
and ids cabinet. Senrch of. foreign vessels for contraband liquor outside the International three-mil- e
limit
may be made hereafter, It was stated
authoritatively, only In the event that

the vessels actually established communication with American shores by
means of their own crews) or 'small
boats.

a background.
There Is one big danger about applyThat Is that
ing extra accessories.
they cun be so easily overdone. ; If
they are used ut all, there Is the responsibility to do the deed well, or else
one steps Into the class of glngerbreud
adornment.
Ribbons are enjoying the favor and
attention of women who, liave not
looked their way for many u long year,
probably because the silky strands are
so much better looking. They' seem to
huve been designed with more care and
attention to tlie purposes for which
they may possibly be used.' IMbbons
are, of course, as old ns life. Itself In
the dress of women, but It did seeoi
for a time as. though there was 'practically nothing new under the sun In
this line. When new ribbons did ap
pear there seemed nothing pertinent
to be done with them. But now the
eye of uny designer, active or in
embryo, thrills to a piece. of the newer
ribbons because they see what smart
and Interesting fashions c'dn he created
with a bit of beautifully woven color
for an Inspiration.
The dress In the Illustration Is of a
neutral gray crepe, bunded In a clever
manner with a metal cerise ribbon.
This is a sort of ribbon which has a
metal thread running one way of the
weave and a brilliantly colored one
taking the opposite direction. Across

Recom-

mendation of 18 Feet to Provide
Good Clearance.
(Prepared by the Unltid Stale Department
ot Agriculture.)
A minimum width of IS feet for
hard-surfac- e
roads Is recommended by
the bureau of public roads of the
United States Department of Agriculture. The maximum width of truck
body generally permitted Is 8 feet, and
5
feet Is the ordinary clearance

here and there according to one's owu taste. And It Is In
this way, notes a fashion writer in tlie
New York Times, that costumes grow
to he distinctive. A dress cannot always contain every element that makes
It Individually becoming, but It can be

AND BRITISH THROW U"
TRENCHES ALONG THE

uuti-Ve-

Bureau of Public Roads Makes

of

TURKS

ROADS
SAFE WIDTH OF HARD ROADS

With all the plain frocks worn now,
there is opportunity to add little points

ATHENS IS IN TURMOIL

BETTER

SKIRT TOUCHES .THE FLOOR

Strands Aitf W'icn 'Accessories Are Needed.

Bits of Beairtiful Woven Color Offer
Inspiration to Designers of'
Milady's Outfit,

MENT.

I

111

Silky

New Mexico

one of I lie holdup men.
Tom I
anil foiled the plans of 11 ic hand.

GENERAL

MAY USE RIBBONS

GREECE UNDER

News

This costume, with skirt touching
the floor, is of the new twine-coloreIt was shown at the recent
orepe.
Natronal ' Merchandise fair In New
York.

Pavement,

Traffic on a

width of automobiles. At nn average
speed of 30 miles an hour It Is unreasonable to expect the driver of an
automobile to drive with the wheels
FLOUNCED FROCK TO RETURN closer than 1 feet to the edge of the
pavement, says the bureau. For trucks
nt an average speed of 15 miles an
to Rapidly
Mode Threatens
New
'
hour, this, distance should not be less
Gain Popularity; Black (or
than 1 feet on account of the great
Wear.
Daytime
width of the rear wheel. Three feet
seems to be a minimum safe clearance
Nothlug Is agitating sartorial circle between bodies. Inasmuch as a cerIn Paris so much as the determined
tain amount of truck traffic Is to be
attempt that is being made to elimexpected on all main country roads,
inate the slender silhouette In favor the
minimum wddth of surface should
of fnshlons that savor of the crinoline,
be 18 feet to provide these clearances
The new mode Is being shown In when an
automobile meets a truck.
frocks
exquisitely made flounced
Where the frequency with which
to
more
more
and
thnt threaten
grow
trucks pass each other becomes a big
voluminous.
Already the low-se- t
as In the neighborhood of large
factor,
waistline Is beginning to lose caste,
the
minimum width of pavement
itles,
and flounced frocks of lnce have fig
should be 20 feet to provide a clearured at several ultra-smar- t
weddings ance of 8Va feet and a snfe distance of
The
during the past few weeks.
wheels from edge of pavement.
favorite way of fashioning and treat
Is
to
flounces
the
them
with
edge
ing
GRAVEL FOR ROAD BUILDING
a narrow lnce that gives a very fine,
but somewhat fussy finish.
Some
Devised
lovely frocks of black Spanish and Simple, Portable Apparatus'
to Test Its Suitability
white Chhntllly lnce have high-neckefor Highways.
.
eollarless bodices.
Another striking
novelty in Paris Just now- Is the sud
To aid the bureau of public roads.
to blaclj fcir day wear.
United States Deonrtnieut of Airleul- ture, In giving particular attention to
Colorful
Foulards.
the use of local material for road
Foulards are getting farther and construction wherever possible, a sum- -'
further nw'ay from the traditional pie portable apparatus has been de-- .
simple shades such as navy, black vised for testing gravel to determine
At a smart gath Its suitability for concrete.
and
The de
vice consists , of two steel balls ar
ering a foulard with a finme-colore- d
ground was noticeable. It' bad an ranged so that a piece of gravel can
intricate spiral design" In white. A he placed on top of one of the hulls
rust-ton- e
foulard seen nt a fashion- and the other, bnll allowed to fall
able restaurant
flaunted a splashy from different heights and strike the
black design. Its wearer had a hat gravel. The height of fnll required to
break the gravel Is an Indication of
of black crinoline of Immense proRibbon Used in Interesting Lines of
the blows
portions decorated with a ribbon rose Its suitability, to wlthstnnd
''
.
Afternoon Dress. ,
almost the size of a lettuce head, In of traffic. . .,"
Heretofore there has been no satis
the godets In tlie skirt the ribbon runs (one of rust and orange.
factory test of gravel as there has
in evenly arranged points. It Is strung
been for stone, with the result that
across the bateau neckline to repeat
.
Fall Millinery.
In some Instances more costly mate
L
tlie color and then It is wound-IntTaffeta and crepe hats are ainong rial has been used when a suitable
the belt arrangement, where a strand the models that will be features for
gravel wns available close at hand.
of the gray crepe and a strand ot the
this line the bureau Is conductearly fall. An interesting trlnimlng
Ibbon. unj twisted together to make consists of latticed bands of self-fjibr- Alongwear
tests on concrete made of
ing
of
those
smurt
rolls
which
little
or
one,
cord
"tubing." Sometimes many different materials to determine
accentuate waistlines,
this tubing Is used In braided form Just how far it Is safe to go when the
us a crown band, sometimes In open quality of material Is doubtful.
..
... For Girdles.
latticed bands on the edge of the
Illhbons In which metal thread is brim, and again the tubes will be
MONEY FOR COLORADO ROADS
used for the background Is much liked twisted ubout the hat und tied in a
ir girdles on dark silk' frocks.
bow ut the side.
during, iuiiny-loopeSecretary Wallace Approves Expendi
ture of $586,000 for Highways
In

NOTES OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
ISlnck satin slippers studded with Jet
and steel nnilheHds lire worn with the
k
dinner gown.
Black lace over silver cloth or rrver
old gold metallic cloth promises to be
one of the foremost dancing types for

winter. .'
Gray velvet trimmed In gray monkey
fur Is a combination found In manfof!
the expensive afternoon gowns 'for
fall. Eur Is to be extensively on
street gowns ns well as on ufternoon
:
and evening gowns.
All the new cloths and coat.- - ma;
terlnls tire extremely light in weight.
Zenana remains one of the favorite
niuterlals 'for early autumn and Is
made Into clonks lined with squirrel
and mole In exactly 'riiatclilng shades.
The short womun Und the young girl
will find that the long skirts are not
suitable to them as they tend to mnke
them nppeur squatty. I!y. wearing the
medium length skirt and using long
panels or drapes, they can achieve the
long silhouette without, appearing grotesque.
lilack, crow blue and brown are the
shades used for suits and cout frocks.
The mnterials range from the fine
the slightly
twilled French
rippled ltodler cloth, to heavy cheviots
which show a shot surface. These last
are made up into s'lilts and separate
coats and ure lined throughout wltb
bright Scotch plnld crepe mnroculn.
Tailored cpat collars are" seeni on
new coats, tlie big. square folded cape
collar is now1 confined to wraps and
T,iie shoulder line
outdoor clothes.
Is becoming more yiecentuated, and at
prcreut everything' jjoliim toward a

Forest.

Expenditures totaling $080,000 of
funds for the
neat and trim neck arrangement and national forest highway
construction of 106 miles of rwds in
urIong shoulder seam moulding the Colorado have been approved by Sec
garment closely to the line of the
retary of Agriculture Wallace. This
sliouUier.
was made available for roads
One of the most attractive- costumes money
of primary Importance to the stute,
seen recently predicts the advanced
counties or communities within, adstales with Its highly lustered black
or adjacent to' the national
joining
crinkled silk southed tightly about the forests.
figure und ending In long panels at the
sides, which are trimmed In black monA hlgb standing collar of GIVE. DIRT. ROADS ATTENTION
key fur.
monkey - fur and long
Farmers Enabled .to Haul Larger
'sleeves are new .notes that are InterLoads With Lets Strain on Haresting.

''

.

.

tight-fittin-

g

ness and Equipment.

Pansies of Organdie and. Gingham.
They are very easy to make. Cut
four circles of blue orgundle and five
circles of
gingham three and
Inches 1n diameter. Place an organdie circle over
each gingham circle .and have the
Kun a
edges plcoted by machine.
guthering-threaf
one and
Inches along the edge. Draw gathers
up tightly and arrange the petals
and sew the centers to the material.
Finish center with a small ball of cot
ton batting covered with gingham.
With mercerized embroidery cotton
take three long stitches over the cen
ter of the three lower petals. Deline
one-ha- lf

d

one-hal-

.

ator.
Val Lace Ruffles.
Smnll ruffles of val lace are used
most Ingeniously this season by the
smartest houses. One of the most
effective places Is on the wide kimono
sleeves. Sometimes the cuff, of solid
ruffles, reaches from the wri.it to the
elbows.

Many communities have found It to
their advantage to keep their dirt
ronds smooth by dragging, dlvldlns
tlie work among Individuals
during
different months of the yeiir. !fn such
communities farmers are aide to haul
heavier loads with less strain tHJuj-ness- ,
teams and equipment and the
saying In the cost of transportation
more than pays . for tlie little time
each onVhns spent on the roads.
'

Road Building in France.
In France, because of the Increased
strain on the highways caused by a
larger use of. motor traction, the
French minister of public works has
outlined a program of rond building
..
In
scale.

Children Can Attend School.
It is the condition of the highway
which determines whether our children shall go. to school every day during the' school year or whether they
shall have to stay Vt home to bother
heir mothers part of the time.
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DRUGS and TOILET ARTICLES

Prescriptions

Manicure Sets

Proprietary Medicines

Face Lotions

Typewriter Ribbons
Carbon

Nail Polishes

STATIONARY and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Paper

Rouge

(Perfumes

Soft Drinks at the Fountain

Ice Cream

And

Ices

Soaps Shampoos
Hair Tonics
Brushes Nail Filea

Candies

PAINTS OILS VARNISHES BRUSHES HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE LOCKS

Cigars and Cigarettes
Pipes and Tobacco

Books Pencils

IT Has Been Our Policy to Give Always the Best Service
At Prices Equal to Those At El Paso or Other Large
Mail Orders Solicited. All Orders Filled and Forwarded
In The Mail Following Receipt of Same.
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

The RESERVE STATE BANK
at Reserve,

the SUU of New Mexico, at the close of business
on Sep, 15, 1922.

ft)

5

in

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
2. Overdrafts
3. Bunds
unpledged
1,G50.00
War Saving Stamps
75.11
4 Bonds,
securities, etc., other than U. S. Bonds;
6
Value of Banking House
7. Furniture and Fixtures
8. Real Estate owned other
than banking house
v ..vi. uiuuuiii. uud irom Dunxs or
Danker
12 Cash items.
1.

RESERVE PICTURE THEATRE

ill
m

nrlne

l

ft

IT
t
n
me
nouse
in
ricture
county
uniy

Vl

.1

I

13. Coin and
15

currency
Other Assets

(J
8

a

The Best Pictures Obtainable.

Popular Prices

24.
25.
35.

Pictures.Westerns and a serial,Tarzan ofthe Apes,Comedy
A Thrill

in

39.
40.

($4

Tarzan

ft

1

Good

Serial

Westerns

Every
SATURDAY

1

DANCING

16,354,61
14,328.70
695.65

$230,653.69

LIABILITIES
16. Capita!
17. Surplus

Closed until Sep. 4th. Labor day. There will be new
Every Line

1,725.11
42,447.71
6,200.00
2,000.00

3, 448. Of
1.TC5.M

Total Resources

f

$141,063.20
24.64

i

Stouk Paid In

Individual deposits subject to check
141,240.61
Cashier's checks
b98.68
Certificates of deposit
Rediscounts
Hills payable, including obligations repre
senting money borrowed
Total Liabilities

80,000.00
6,000.00

142,139.19
14,216.00
2, 209.60
S6.000.00
$Zb0,658.69

State of New Mexico, County of Catron, ss.
We, A. Kiehne, President, and J. R. (jaunt. Cashier, of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the" above statement is true to the best of our
A. KIEHNE, President.
knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to bfor ni
J. R. GAUNT, Cashier
this 26th day of, Sep. 1922
Correct, Attest:
T. C. Turk,
Abb Alexander,
Emil Kiehna, Directors.
Notary Public.
My commission expires, March 14, 1926.
A. Kiehne.

the Democratic
ftl speaking: the show will not be given
ill
On Account of

until Sunday night.

THE RESERVE

The
EATRICE

WHITFORD

talis
foreword
rNOPSIS.-- A
thta: Motoring through Artrona.
a party of aaatarnara, father and
daughter and a mala companion,
top to wltneai a cattla round up.
Tha f irl leavea the car and li attacked br a wild iteer. A maeter-plar- a
of riding on tha pert of ono
Than
at trie cowboyi aavaa har IKa. Llnd-aatha atory kaglni thua: Clay
on an Arliona
r
ranse-rldeto
ran'h. announcai hla tntantlon
rlait tha "big town." New York.
Oa tha train Llndaay beoomee
in a young woman, Kitty
Maaon, on har way to New York
actraaa.
to bacome a motion-pictur- e
ha la marked aa a fair pray by a
fallow traveler, Jerry Uurand, gang
fighter.
politician and
Perceiving hla Intention, Llndeay
provokea a quarrel and throws
Lurand from the train.
II
2

CHAPTER

Continued.

front of Kitty and
she would har do
her transfer In tha
dty. The girl was no fool. She had
aanaad tha antagonism that had flared
up between them In that moment when
they had faced each other five minutes
before.
"Where's Mr. Durandr she asked.
He got off."
"But the tram hasn't stopped."
"It's Just crawlln' along, and he wai
In a hurry."
Her gaze rested upon an angry
bruise on his cheek. It hnd not beea
there when last she suw him.
"I don't understand It," she mur"Why would
mured, half to herself.
he get eft before we reached the deOlay itopped
ha hoped
trouble making

In

uld

pot

r

was full of suspicions, and the
brulne on the westerners cheek did
not tend to alluy them. They were
still unsatisfied when the porter took
her to the end of the car to brush
her clothes.
The discretion of thnt young man
had Its limits. While he brushed the
girl he told her rnpklly what he hud
seen In the vestibule-- .
"Was he hurt?" she asl.ed breathlessly.
"No'm. I lookpd out and seen him
ttandln' heslde the track Jen'
bad
a blus streak, lie's a
Hhe

actor, that Jerry Imrand."
Kitty marched straight to ner section.
The eyes of the girl flashed
anger.

"Please leave my seat, sir," she told
Qay.
The Arlzonan rose at once. He knew
that she knew. "I was Intemlln' to
help you off with yore grips," he said.
Khe flamed Into passionate resent"I'll attend
ment of his Interference.
to them. I cun look out for myself,
sir."
With that she turned her back on
Mux
CHAPTER

III

The Big Town.
When Clay stepped from the station
Street entrance
t the Thirty-fourtNew York burst upon him with what
seemed almost a threat. He could hear
the ronr of It like a river rushing down
a canyon.
Clay had faced a cattle
He had ridden out a bllz-sar- d
stampede.
bundled up with the drifting

Might You Would Want a Good Suit
of Quality Clothes, My Frlendt?" Ha
Suggested.

herd. He had lived rough all his young
and Joyous life. But for a moment he
felt a chill drench at his heart that
was almost dread. He dl not know a
aoul la this vast populace. He was
alone among seven or eight million
craiy human beings.
He had checked Ills suitcase to be
free to look about. He had no destination and was In no hurry. All the day
was before him, all of many days. He
rifted down the street and across to
tlrth avenne.
Ctience swept him up Sixth to Herald square. Se was caught In the)

Round Up

Big-To-wn

Copyright by Willitm MacLeod
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near-tear-

Rein

Inclinations Into die park. He struck
acfoss the Drive Into a side street. An
apartment house occupied the corner,
but from the other side a row of handsome private dwellings faced him.
The Janitor of the apartment house
was watering tj parking beyond the
sidewalk. The edge of the stream
from the nozzle of the hose sprayed
the path In front of Clay. He hesitated for a moment to give the man
time t turn aside the hose.
But the Janitor on this particular
morning had been fed up with trouble.
One of tli tenants had complained of
him to the agent of the place. Another
had moved away without tipping him
for an hour's help In packing he had
given her. He was sulkily of the opinion that the whole world was In a
conspiracy to annoy him. Just now the
approaching rube typified the world.
A little flirt of the hose deluged
Clay's newly slilned boots and the lowgested.
"You're pegged me right," agreed er six Inches of his trousers.
pro"Look out what you're doing
the westerner with his ready smile.
tested the man from Arizona.
"Lead me to it."
"I tank you better look where you're
Mr. Bernstein personally conducted
his customer to the suit department. going," retorted the one from Sweden.
"I wait on you myself on account you
was a stranger to the city," he

river of humanity that races up Broadway. He wondered where all tills rush
of people was going. What craiy Impulses sent them surging to and fro?
And the girls Clay surrendered to
them at discretion. He had not supposed there were so many pretty,
girls In the world.
"First oft I'm goto' to get me a real
city suit of clothes," lie promised himself. "This here wrinkled outfit Is
some too woolly for the big town. It's
a good suit yet 'most as good as when
I bought It at the Boston store In
Tucson three years ago. But I reckon
I'll save It to go home In."
He stopped In front of a store abowhich waa the legend "I. Bernstein,
Men's Garment," A small man with
nose
sharp little eyes and
was standing In the doorway.
"Might you would want a good suit
of quality clothes, my frlendt," he sugd

r

The little man took a suit from a
rack and held It at arm's length to admire it. His fingers caressed the woof
Ho evidently could
of It lovingly.
bring himself to part with It only after

a struggle,
"Worsted. Flue goods." He leaned
and whistoward the rauge-rlde- r
pered a secret. "Imported."
Clay shook his head. "Not what I
want."
His eye9 ranged the racks.
"This Is more my notion of the sort of
thing I like." Ho pointed to a blue
serge with a little stripe lu the pattern.
The dealer detached the coat lovingly from the hanger and helped hie
customer into It. Then he fell back,
eyes lit with enthusiastic amazement.
Only fate could have brought together
this man and this suit, so manifestly
destined for each other since the hour
when Eve began to patch up fig leaves
for Adam.
"Like a coat of paint," he murmured
aloud.
The cowpuncher grinned. He understood the business that went with selling a suit In some stores. But It happened thnt he Uked thlsault himself.
A Smothered "Vat T'elll" Rose Out of
"How much?" he asked.
the Waters.
The owner of the store dwelt on the
merits of the suit, Its style, Its dur- He was a heavy-set- ,
muscular man
ability, the perfect fit. He covered his with a sullen, obstinate face.
with
artistic
thoroughness.
subject
"My shoes and trousers are sopping
Then, reluctantly, he confided In a wet. I believe you did It on purpose."
was
he
gowhich
whisper the price nt
"Tank so? Val, yust one teng I lak
ing to sncrlflce this suit among suits.
to tell you. I got no time for d n fule
"To you, my frlendt, I make tills talk."
dollars."
garment for ouly sixty-fiv- e
The westerner started on his way.
He added another secret detail. "Below There was no use having a row with a
wholesale cost."
sulky Janitor.
A little devil of mirth lit In LindBut the Swede misunderstood his
rob
to
have
"I'd
hate
you
say's eye.
purpose. At Clay's first step forward
a
And
me
like
that.
pertect he Jerked round the nozzle and let the
yoreself
stranger to you too."
have It with full force.
range-ride- r
Which
me.
"Qvallty, y' understan'
Clay was swept back to the wall by
like
a man must got to live garments
the heavy pressure of water that
I done to appreciate such a suit. All played over him. The stream moved
wool.
Every threud of It. Unshrink- swiftly up and down him from head
able." Mr. Bernstein caressed It again. to foot till It had drenched every Inch
"One swell piece of goods," he told of the pertect
suit He
himself softly, almost with tears In his drowned fathoms deep In a water
'
eyes.
spout. He was swept over Niagara
"All wool, you say?" asked Clay, feelFalls. He came to life again to find
ing the texture, lie had made up his himself the choking center o a world
mind to buy it, though he thought the flood.
He gave a strangled whoop and
price a bit stiff.
Mr. Bernstein protested on his honor charged straight at the man behind the
that there was not a thread of cotton hose. Ths two clinched. While they
Id it. "Which you could take it from struggled, the writhing hose slapped
me that when I sell a suit of clothes back and forth between them like an
with my agitated snake. Clay had one adIt Is like I am dealing
own brother," he added. "Every garvantage. He was wet through anyhow.
ment out of this store tnkes my perIt did not matter how much of the
sonal guarantee."
deluge struck him. The Janitor fought
day tried on the trousers and looked to keep dry and he had not a chance
at himself In the glass. So far as he on earth to succeed.
could tell he looked Just like any other
For one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
New Yorker.
pounds of Arizona bone and muscle,
The dealer leaned forward and spoke toughened by yeurs of hard work In
In a whisper.
Apparently he was sun and wind, had clumped Itself upashamed of his softness of heart. on him. The nozzle twisted toward the
"Fifty-fiv- e
dollars to you."
Janitor. He ducked, wont down, and
"I'll take It," the westerner sold.
was Instantly submerged. When he
The clothier called his tailor from tried to rise, the stream beat him back.
the rear of the store to make an ad- He struggled halfway up, slipped, got
justment in the trousers. Meanwhile again to his feet, and came down sithe deftly removed the tags which told ting with a hard bump when his legs
him In cipher that the suit had cost skated from under him.
A smothered "Vat fell 1" rose out of
him Just eleven dollars and seventy-fiv- e
cents.
the waters. The Janitor could not unHalf an hour later Clay sat on top derstand what was happening to him.
of a Fifth avenue bus which was Jerk- He did not know that he was being
ing lis way uptown. His shoes were treated to a new form of the water
slilned to mirror brightness. He was cure.
Before his dull brain had functioned
garbed in a blue serge suit with a little
the
stripe running through the pattern. to action an Iron grip had him by
Thut suit Just now was the apple of buck of the neck. He was Jerked to
his eye. It proved hlra a New Yorker his feet and propelled forward to the
and not a wild man from the Arizona curb. Every Inch of the way the heavy
stream from the nozzle broke on his
desert.

ran up Fifth avenue, face and neck. It paralyzed his reThe motor-bu- s
cut across to Broadway, passed Co- sistance, Jarred him so that he could
Clay
lumbus circle, and swept Into the Drive. not gather himself to fight
It was a day divinely young and fair. bumped blm up against a hitching
The fragrance of a lingering spring post, garroted him, and swung the
hose around the post in such a way
was wafted to the nostrils. Glimpses
of Lie park tempted Clay. Its wind- as to encircle the feet of the man.
drew the hose
The cowpuncher
ing paths I The children playing on
the grass while their maids In neat tight slipped the nozzle through the
caps and aprons gossiped together on Iron ring, and caught the flapping arms
the benches nearl This was the most of the man to his body. With the deft
human spot the man from Arizona skill of a trained roper Clay swung the
rubber pipe round the body of the man
had seen In the metropolis.
Somewhere In the early three-figur- e
again and again, drawing It close to
streets h descended, from the top of the post and knotting It securely bethe bus mid let bis footsteps follow bis hind. The Swede Struggled, but his

furious rage availed him nothing. When
Clay stepped ack to Inspect his Job
he knew he was lookihg at one that
had bee done thoroughly.
"I keel you, by d n, ef you don't
tur me loose 1" roared the big man In
a rage.
The range-ride- r
grinned gayly at
him. He was having the time of his
young life. He did not even regret Ms

suit

"Life's Just loaded to the hocks with
disappointment Olle," he explained,
and his voice was full of genial sympathy. "I'll bet a dollar Mex you'd
sure like to beat me on the head with
But I don't reckon
a
you'll ever get that fond wish gratified.
We're not liable to meet up with each
other again pronto. Today we're here
and tomorrow we're at Yuma, Arizona,
say, for life is short and darned
fleetln', as the poet fellow says."
He waved a hand Jauntily and
turned to go. But he changed his mind.
His eye had fallen on a young woman
standing at a French window of the
house opposite. She was beckoning to
him Imperiously.
The young woman disappeared as he
crossed the street but In a few moments the door opened and she stood
there waiting for him. Clay stared. He
had never before seen a girl dressed
like this. She was in riding boots,
breeches and coat. Her eyes dilated
while she looked at him.
"Wyoming?" she asked.
"Arizona," he answered.
"All one. Knew it the moment I saw
you tie him. Come In." She stood
aside to let hlra pass.
That hall, with Its tapestried walls,
Its polished floors, and oriental rugs,
was reminiscent of "the movies" to
Clay. Nowhere else hnd he seen a
home so stamped with the mark of
ample means.
"Come In," she ordered again, a little sharply.
He came In and she closed the door.
"I'm sopping wet I'll drip all over
the floor."
"What are you going to do? Tou'll
be arrested, you know." She stood
stralglkt and slim us a boy, and the
frank directness of her gaze had a
boy's sexless unconsciousness.
There came to them from outside
of a policeman's
the
night stick rattling on the curbstone.
"He's calling help."
"I can explain how It happened."
"No. He wouldn't understand. They'd
find you guilty."
To a manservant standing In the
background the young woman spoke.
"Jenkins, have Nora clean up the floor
and the steps outside. And remember
I don't want the police to know this
gentleman Is here."
"Yes, miss."
"Cornel" said the girl to her guest.
Clay followed his hostess to the
stairs and went up them with her, but

he went protesting, though with

re. and I'm not sure
,.t the
You'll
I won't help them find yoih
have to show cause If I don't.1
his
"His bark is much worse than
bite " the girl explained o Clay, just
as though her father were not present
mag"Hmpl" exploded the mining
nate a second time. "Got busy, young
fellow."
of the
Clay told the Btory
suit that L Bernstein had
s
of rewished on lilm with
The cowgret at parting from It.
with
puncher dramatized the situation His
some native tuient for mlroScry.
arms gestured like the lifted wings of
a startled cockerel. "A nun gets a
chance at a garment like that only
once In a while occasionally. Which
when I.
you can take It from me that
Bernstein sells a suit of clothes It Is
shust like he Is dealing with his ownI
brother. Qvallty, my frlendts, qvallty
which I
Why, I got anyhow a suit
might be married in without shame,
un'erstan' me."
Colin Whltford was of the West himself. He had lived its
life for years before he made his
had
lucky strike In the Bird Cage. He
moved from Colorado to New York
sound of
only ten years before. The
a mesClay's drawling voice was like
sage from home. He began to .grin
In spite of himself. This man was too
good to be true. It wasn't possible
that anybody could come to the big
town and import into It so naively
such a genuine touch of the outdoor
West. It was not possible, but It had
happened Just the same. Long before
the cow puncher had finished Ills story
the Swede to a hitching
of
post with his own hose, the mining
man was sealed of the large tribe of
Clay Lindsay's admirers. He was
ready to hide him from all the police

a

chuckle of mirth. "He sure ruined my
clothes a heap. I ain't fit to be seen."
The suit he hnd been so proud of
was shrinking so that his arms and
legs stuck out like signposts. The
color had run and left the goods a
overall blue.
peculiar bilious-lookinin a small library
She lit a gas-lo- g
den.
"Just a minute, please."
She stepped briskly from the room.
In her manner was a crisp decision, In
her poise a trim gallantry that won
him Instantly.
"I'll bet she'd do to ride with," he
told himself in a current western
Idiom.
When she came back It was to take
him to a dressing room. A complete
change of clothing was laid out for
him on a couch. A man whom Clay
recognized as a valet he had seen his
theaduplicate in the movlng-plctur- e
ters at Tucson was there to supply
his needs and attend to the temperature of his bath.
"Stevens will look after you," she
said; "when you are ready come back
to dad's den."
His eyes followed to the door her
resilient step. Once, when he was a
boy, he had seen Ada Kenan play in
"As You Like It." Her acting had entranced nlm. This girl carried him
back to that hour. She was boyish as
Rosalind, woman In every motion of
her slim and lissom body.
At the head of the stairway she
paused. Jenkins was moving hurriedly
up to meet her.
"It's a policeman, miss. 'E's come
about the the person that came In,
nnd 'e's talklu' to Nora on the steps.
'lm, as you might say,
She's
miss."
His young mistress nouded. She
swept the hall with the eye of a gen-

eral. Swiftly she changed the position
of a Turkish rug so as to hide a spot
on the polished floor that had been
recently scrubbed and was still moist
Then she opened the door and sauntered out
"Does the officer want something,
Nora?" she asked Innocently, switching the end of a crop against her

mistress took the responsibility on her
own shoulders. She led the policeman Into the hall. "I don't really see
how he could have got In here without
some of us seeing him, officer."
"No, ma'am. I don't see how he
could." The patrolman scratched his
red head. "The Janitors a Swede,
anyhow. He Jlst guessea It I came
to make sure av it I'll be sorry for
troubling yuh, miss."
The smile she gave him was warm
and friendly. "Oh, that's all right. If
. But
you'd care to look around .
there realfy is no use."
"No," The forehead under the red
thatch wrinkled In thought "He said
he seen him come In here or next door,
an' he came up the steps. But nobody
could have got In without some of
youse seeln' him. That's a lead pipe."
The officer pushed any doubt that remained from his mind. "Only a
muddle--

headed

Swede."
CHAPTER

IV

Clay Takes a Transfer.
Willie Beatrice Whltford waited In
the little library for the Arlzonan
to Join her, she sat In a deep chair,
chin in hand, eyes fixed on the Jetting
A little flush
flames of the
had crept Into the oval face. In her
blood there tingled the stimulus of excitement For Into her life an adventure had come from faraway Cattle-land- .
gas-lo-

A crisp, strong footstep sounded In
the hall. Her flncers flew to pst Into
place the soft golden hnlr colled low
at the nape of the neck. At times sue
had a boylike unconcern of sex ; again,
a spirit wholly feminine.
The clothes of her father fitted
Lindsay loosely, for Colin Whltford
had begun to take on the flesh of middle aire and Clay was lean and clean
of build as an elk. But the westerner
was oue of those to whom clothes are
unimportant. The splendid youth of
him would have shone through the
rags of a beggar.
"My name is Clay Lindsay," he told
her by way of Introduction.
"Mine Is Beatrice Whltford," she
answered.
They shook hands.
"I'm to wait here till my clothes dry,
yore man says."
"Then you'd better sit down," she
suggested.
Within Ave minutes she knew thnt
he had been in New York less than
three hours. His Impressions of the
He
city amused and entertained her.
was quite simple. She could look into
his mind as though it were a deep,
clear well. There was something Inextinguishably boyish and buoyant
about him. But In his bronzed face
eyes were
and steady, humorous
strength and shrewdness. He was the
last man In the world a
could play for a sucker. She felt that.
Yet he made no pretenses of a worldly
wisdom he did not have.
A voice reached them from the top
of the stairs.
"Do you know where Miss Whltford
Is, Jenkins?"
"Hln the Red room, sir." The answer was In the even, colorless voice
of a servant.
The girl rose at once. "If you'll excuse me," she said, and stepped out of
the room.
"Hello, Bee. What do you think? I
never saw such Idiots as the police of
this town are. They're watching this
house for a desperado who assaulted
some one outside. I met a sergeant on
our steps. Says he doesn't think the
man's here, but there's Just a chance
he slipped Into the basement It's absurd."
"Of course It Is." There was a tipple of mirth In the girl's voice. "He
didn't come In by the basement at all,
but walked in at the front door."
"The front door I" exploded her father. "What do you mean? Who let htm
in?"
"I did. He came as my guest at my
Invitation."
"What?"
"Don't shout, dad," she advised. "I
thought I had brought you up better."
"But but but what do you mean?"
he sputtered. "Is this ruffian In the
house now?"
"Oh, yes. He's In the Red room here
and unless he's very deaf he hears
everything w'e are saying," the girl
answered calmly, much amused at the
amazement of her father. "Won't you
come In and see him? He doesn't seem
very desperate."
Clay arose, pinpoints of laughter
dancing In his eyes. He Uked the gay
audacity of this young woman.
A moment later he was offering a
brown' hand to Colin Whltford. "Glad
to meet you, Mr. Whltford. Yore
daughter has just saved my life from
the police," the westerner said, and
his friendly smile was very much In
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In New York.

Whltford told Stevens to bring In
suit se that he
the
could gloat over It. He let out a whoop
of delight at sight of Its still soddeti
appearance. He examined Its sickly
hue with chuckles of mirth.
"Guaranteed not to fade or shrink,"
murmured Clay sadly.
He managed to get the coat on with
difficulty. The sleeves reached Just below the elbows.
"You look like a lifer from Sing
Sing," pronounced Whltford Joyously.
and you won't have
"Get a hair-cua chance on earth to fool the police."
"The color did run and fade some,"
admitted Clay.
"Worth every cei.t of nine ninety-eigh- t
at a bargain sale before tha
Swede got busy with It and he let
you have It nt a sacrifice for
dollars I" The millionaire wept happy-tearas a climax of his' rapture. He
swallowed his cigar smoke and had to
be pounded on the back by his daughter.
Jenkins came to the door and announced "Mr. Bromfield."
Almost on his heels a young man In
Immaculate riding clothes sauntered
Into the room. He had the assured
eaV0f..ane4vlio has the-- run of the
house. Miss Whltford Introduced the
two young men and Bromfield looked
the westerner over with a suave Insolence in his dark, handsome eyes.
Clay recognized him Immediately.
He had shaken hands once before with
young man, and on
this
bill had
that occasion a
t,

fifty-fiv-

e

s

fifty-doll-
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inl'oriiiiiiion gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Chinese Make Change in Cabinet.
cabPeking Certain changes in the
considerunder
been
have
which
inet,
ation by the 1 eking government tor
some time were announced and are believed to have tin important bearing on
the relations existing between the
northern and southern republic's. Sun
ns
Tun-Lisucceeds Tien
minister of the interior; I.o
us minister of
l
succeeds Kao
the pluce
Cliien
takes
Shu
und
finance,
us minister of edof Chlng
ucation. Shu Chien formerly whs minister of justice of the Canton governWen-Lie-

n
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I.ing-We-

g
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help you. Write for catalogue.

uenver, vuiu
Conventions for the Remainder of 1922.
Health
Sept. 30. Colorado Public
Officers' nhd Physicians' Conference...
(Dr. Tracy It. Love, secretary Sjtute
Health Board), State Capitol.
Colorado Homeopathic
Oct.
Medical Society (in conjunction with
stunt for Homeopathic hospital), Ad' '
ams hotel.
American Association ol
Oct.
Petroleum Geologists.
Colorado Education AsNov.
sociation, II. B. Smith, secretury, 532
Commonwealth building. Denver meetCity Auditorium. Grand
ing, Nov.
Pueblo
Juuction meeting, Nov.
Colfax and Corona,

Denver

4--

.

20-2-

meeting, Nov.
Nov. 9. Conference of Representatives of Postmaster and Postal Employe Associations of Colorado, Frank

J. bodge, postmaster, Denver. Hubert
Work, postmaster general, will speak.
Contributions Made for Smyrna Relief
Denver.
Machinery In the state for
the ruising of funds for the help of the
sufferers at Smyrna nnd cities nearby
Is being got: n under way, nnd money
Is coming In from many sources. There
is a marked tendency for these contributions to fall off as the press reports
from Asia Minor and Europe Indicate
that the actual fire at Smyrna is abatand
starvation
Pestilence,
ing.
scourges are the reusons for needing
money, food and clothing at once.

"Hla Bark la Much Worse Than His
Bits," the Girl Exclaimed to Clay.
passed from one to the other. The
New Yorker evidently did not know
him.
It became apparent at once that
Bromfield had called to go riding In
the park with Miss Whltford. That
young woman came up to say good-bto her new acquaintance.
"Will you be here when I get back?"
"Not If our friends outside give ms
a chance for a getaway," he told her,
Her bright unflinching eyes looked
Into his. "You'll come again and let
us know how you escaped," she Invited.
"H I's going to pop in about
three seconds," announced Clay
to himself.

Police Aid in "Cootie" Cleanup.
New York. New York's police force
gets many unusual calls, but recently
it was forced to perform one of thu
most peculiar duties In its history,
when bluecouts had to use moral suathird-clas- s
pussen-ger- s
sion on fifty-eigh- t
on the President Adams, who had
held that vessel up for seven hours In
the harbor by refusing to go to HoffAn fl. O.
man's Island for delousing.
S call to the harbor police was answered by the patrol boat Manhattan,
loaded with bluecoats nnd finally the
third-class
passengers were louded on
n cutter, whicli took them nnd their
cootie pals to the cootie graveyard.
C. 8. Williams to Succeed
Sims.

Admiral

Washington. Bear Admiral C. S.
will be named president of
the naval war college at Newport, It.
I., to succeed Hear Admiral William
S. Sims, when he retires Oct. 15, Secretary Dcnliy announced here. Hear
Admiral Williams at present Ssheud
uf the war plans section of naval
eratlons, and previously he was vice
admiral, assigned to the Pacific fleet.
Williams

France and England Agree on Reparations.
M. De Jouvenal, representGeneva.
evidence.
ing Prance, h. s succeeded In reconcil(TO BB CONTINUED.)
"You make yourself at home,"
ing France und Great Britain on the
the owner of a large per cent
Transferred the Attachment
question of reparations through his
of the stock of the famous Bird Cage
Oldfrlend. I expected to hear oi resolution, submitted to the disarmamine.
rement committee, dealing with repara"My guests do, dad. Ifs proof that your marriage before this. If I
debts In their rehostess," retorted member rightly there was quite an tions nnd
"Yes, miss. There's been a ruffian I'm a perfect
H. A. L. Fishto
and
lation
disarmament.
Mlsl
between
atachment
face
you
her
dainty, provocative
batln' up Swedes an' tyln' 'em to posts. Beatrice,
Malnchance.
er, the British delegate, was the first
This officer thinks he came here," ex- flashing to mirth.
Lothario That attachment's bro to accept the resolution, after whlc'.i
"Hmpl" grunted her father dryly.
plained Nora.
But she's suing me for Lord Robert Cecil withdrew his propoken off.
"Does he want to look in the house?" "I'd like to know, young man, why the
breach of promise and put an at sition, saying he was In complete
police are shadowing this house?"'
"Yes, miss."
with M. l)c Jouvenel.
tachment on my bank account
"I expect they're lookln' for mi"
"Then let him come In." The young
inter-allie-
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Rheumatism and
Dyspepsia Are
Soon Ended

TIRELESS "GHOST"

jjllifeCITIES
Button, Button, Who's Got the Button?

YEARS IN SHEO
Father, Found

Guilty of Extreme
She Would
Declares
Cruelty,
Not Behave.

Ancient Costumes In Greenland.
costumes of the Thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries hnve been
found In Greenland. They are lu an
excellent state of preservation and resemble the clothes worn by luute in
the published pictures of tht Italian
jmet. They are not yet open to public
view, but may be exhibited at some
Men's

Wraith Prowled Neighborhood
Victims of stomach trouble and
for Seven Years Until Crime
rheumatism often find that when their
Was Uncovered.
stomach is set In order, the rheuma
future ditto.

Palnes Hollow, 0. A "ghost,
which farmers living near here say
surface he conies again, breaks clear
haunted them for seven years, now Is
and shakes his shiny length, trying
"at rest." It disappeared several days
to disgorge.
IS RESULT ago with the burial of the body of
Fifty yards away Mullen fixes the INSANITY
rod In its socket and settles
Henry Llpenstlck, which was found In
an abandoned well on a farm.
himself for a long fight.
Half a dozen times the swonlflsh Long Confinement Nearly Deprives the
Llpenstlck, a farm hnnd, disapSince then
leaps free, sawing at the steel leader,
Young Woman of Sight and Speech
peared seven years ago.
never too tight, never too loose. Then
the farm Is said to have had poor
Causes Big Sensation
he sulks, boring down. Mullen lifts.
A farm house burned down,
crops.
In Community.
with agonizing tugs.
and the ghost" was blamed for that
Suddenly the maiiln appears. EviBucyrus, Ohio. Jacob P. Menges,
dently he decides that the
charged with keeping his twenty-stx- OAL, Here's I big one
Is
foe.
He charges, quicker year-olhis
AVALON,
Irene, in a dingy
get away.
He's the than the reel can take In the slack. sinokehousodaughter,
for two years because she
season's biggest swordflsh.
Catching I'enee twists his wrist and the terrific wouldn't behave," has been found
him brought to Harry 3. Mai en, Los lunge misses.
guilty of excessive
by a Jury
Angeles broker, the Tunn club's faThe gaff drives deep. The sword- In Judge Rummels' cruelty
court. The girl,
mous gold button, coveted by every fish Is drawn In by windlass.
said to have been driven Insane by the
sportsman the world around.
Eleven feet four Inches of fighting
long confinement, Is now an Inmate of
A lazy sea j a sweet west wind. sea flesh, 239 pounds size and weight
the State hospital at Toledo.
Mallen's power-boa- t,
at
Pence
more
man
than
of
twice that
Captain
the
The case grew out of the fact that
the tiller, cruising easy, trolling the whom he could have skewered on his on
May 5, Sheriff Edward J. Knappen- Cata-llna
On
the
bait
horizon,
skipjack
weapon If he'd had a striking chance. berger went to the Menges home, mid
Island's
shore. A fine
Captain Pence consults his watch
way between Gallon and Crestline, and
1 hour 5 minutes. Mallen exhausted.
day for the sworded nmrlln.
found the girl, partly nude, In a smoketip from the "Seep a lean, cleaving disheveled, sinks beside his kill.
house near the barn. The shed conshape, fearing nothing that swims-co-mes
For such sport men come questing tained little but a cot and blanket.
the sea tiger. Snatching the around the earth. For It they leave
Irene was brought to Bucyrus, where
barbed prey, he sinks again Into the business and family. Of their suc- she was cared
for by Mrs. Knappen-bergenether gloom. A twinge ! Something cesses they boast In the clubs of two
wife of the sheriff.
She was
mean
to
What
It
does
wrong
continents.
reported to show signs of long neglect.
The marlln iirordflsh acts quickly. them? a little gold button to pin on
May 10 she was sent to the State
Nine out of ten get away. Up to the a swelling chest.
hospital and Menges was arrested
on a state warrant charging cruelty.
Family Fought Raiders.
Chester A. Meek, Crawford county
"NTEW YORK. The most graceful
prosecutor, states that the case Is
grasped
reporter
Marguerite
brought under state law, making the
re
of
his
Walz
chest
Philadelphia to
finding of the justice court final.
cently In the Hotel Commodore and
The release of Irene attracted wide
learned from her the proper use of
spread attention, as the statements
the thumbs In dancing, the New York
made by county ofllciuls at the time reHerald states. Miss Wnlz, to begin
vealed that the girl had been a pris
with, Is a teacher of dancing. Furth
oner In the shack for a long time, re
ermore she la a policewoman in the
ports as to the duration of her cap
town where she teaches the ballet,
tivity varying from two to six years.
the trots and the waltzes. The town
Members of the party raiding the
Is Philadelphia and Is to be congratuMenges home met opposition and Interlated.
ference from members of the family.
Miss Walz was attending the anhimself, and to the tune of "Kitten n
nual convention of the International the Keys," streaming from a phono The girl was passive, accepting relief
Association of Musters of Dancing, graph, executed what Is known south without a syllable.
"Ghost" Bared Murder.
When she was brought to the Craw
which was holding forth in a ballroom of Fourteenth street as the "Summer
Inford
here
remained
she
Jull
Owner
county
after owner had come and
opposite that occupied for the same Squash."
were a few gone. Carl Logles purchased the farm
"You will observe," gasped Miss ert, and her only words
purposes by the American National
brief acknowledgments of thanks for about a year ago. Whenever he went
Association of Masters of Dancing.
Walz, "that when I (gasp, gasp),, try
to his barn at night, Logles declares,
MaJ. Ned Gaynor, who Is eighty pressing back my escort by exerting the acts of kindness shown to her.
he would see "a white, wralth-likReleased From Asylum.
figyears old and denn of the latter
pressure (gasp) with my thumb upon
said that the approved po- his shoulder that I merely enrnge him
Under the care of the sheriff's wife ure" walking about.
At times, he says, he followed with
sition In dancing for the lady was and he (gasp) hugs me tighter.
she brightened notlceubly, but showed
when the latter has her left thumb
"But when I place the thumb little response to attempts to Induce his gun In hand, and It always disap
If the thus " and here she moved the ball her to explain her captivity In the peared In the direction of the well.
against the right shoulder.
Determined to find out what caused
gentleman takes to bunging the out- of her thumb to the tip of the grace- shed.
State records obtained by authorities the apparition, . Logles cleaned out
raged lady can. In such position, press ful reporter's nose " nnd press up
him back to a circumspect perpendicward vigorously he steps bock. .. And here revealed that Irene had been con- the old well,, which had been filled
If I move my thumb to my partner'i
fined In the Toledo Institution in 1014, with stones. He came upon the body
ular with her thumb.
of Llpenstlck.
Miss Walz sneered at the major's eye and press and turn at the same but released as being mentally compeSheriff Spink was called, and he and
Idea of the use of thumbs. She of- time I am free."
tent June 80, 1015.
The most
The graceful reporter was helped to
fered to demonstrate.
At the trial of Menges his wife de his deputies suspected murder. The
graceful reporter seized Miss Walz n chair and Miss Walz proceeded to nied testimony of Mrs. Knappenberger next day the sheriff ordered the body
with his right arm, snatched her to describe her latest dance Inventions.
as to the condition of Irene at the burled, and now the "ghost" Is gone.
Frank Lernan, who owned the farm
at the time Llpenstlck disappeared,
He Is
is In the Lake county Jail.
bound over to the grand Jury on
as a maid. The guard visited her In her
charge of murder.
new home, but a subtle change had
come over her. Her lips were not so
LOST COUPLE NEAR DEATH
wilting' as before, and her glances,
often averted, seemed to have lost
some of their fire. Could her heart.
Man and Wife Found In the Mountains in British Columbia
perhaps, have been with one of her
husbands?
Almost Starved.
John's worst fears were realized
Prince llupert, B. C Lost In the
one evening when he found Gertrude's
mountains, Peter Stafford and his wife
position vacant, and learned that she
were found recently In the last stage
had left suddenly for Chicago.
of starvation by two constables on the
no knowl
a
had
love affair between
For
Whltmore
time
A
CHICAGO.
and a woman prison- edge of her whereabouts, but several
Kayer river, 32 miles from Skecna
a
Mills. The couple had not eaten real
er and her escape from the Clevelund deys ago, learning that she was living
food for 20 days, the only thing that
workhouse figured In the arrest of at 1421 West Jackson boulevard, he
kept them alive being soup made by
years old. forged a warrant for her arrest and.
John Whltmore,
boiling strips of old beaver skin. Staf
He was taken Into custody by Sergts. posing as a deputy sheriff, went to the
ford's condition was pitiful, ns he had
Charles Rhodes and M. P. Parker, who house. He waited outside until she
been suffering from tuberculosis for
saw him chasing a screaming woman appeared and then attempted to put
some months.
How he was able to
down the street, waving a pair of the handcuffs on her wrists.
survive the terrific experience Is a
Mrs. Staples screamed and ran east
handcuffs.
mystery to physicians.
The story began two years ago. ac- In Jackson boulevard with Whltmore
Stafford and his wife were discov
cording to the detectives, when Whlt- at her heels. At South Racine avenue
ered in a small tent pitched under u
more was a guard at the Cleveland the two police sergeants Joined In the
Mrs.
House of Correction and
big tree. The mini, too weuk to move,
chase, captured both Whltmore and
twenty-siyears old, the woman and took them to the Des- wus placed In n canoe and the woman
was assisted along the shore until n
was serving a sentence for bigamy.
plalnes street station. After they had
point 22 miles from the railway was
Whltmore became infatuated with told their stories, Mrs. Staples was re
reached.
Here tlicy were left with
the woman, planned and effected her leased and the former guard was held
from Cleveland.
friends with enough food to last six
escape, and then got her a position pending advice
weeks and a store of medicine was
sent In.
d
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Use of the Lady's Thumb in Dancing

tism disappears. Thousands of people
everywhere have testified that Tnnlac
has freed then, of both troubles simulMr. Robert Trotter, 148
taneously.
State St., St. Paul, Minn., says:
"About a year ago I began to go
down hill. Sour stomach nnd rheumatism in my arms nnd shoulders kept
me In misery all the time. Since tak
ing Tnnlac all my aches and pains
have gone, nnd my stomach Is In fine
shape. I'm glad to endorse such a fine
medicine."

Badly digested food fills the whole
Rheumatism
system with poisons.
and many other complaints not generally recognized as having their ori
gin In the stomach quickly respond lo
the right treatment. Get a bottle to-

at

day

any good druggist.

Enterprising Twins.
Oustaf and Wtlhelm Dyresen, twin
brothers, were born In Sweden on
March 20, 1850.
They entered the
Naval academy when of age together
and ever since have been running neck
and neck for unvul honors. Kaeh has
held nearly every Important post In
the Swedish navy. They are now vice
admirals nnd have only one more rung
In the ladder to climb before reaching
the grade of admiral.
Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura
Ointment.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Sonp and hot water. It
Is wonderful what Oitlenra will do
for poor complexions, dandruff, Itching
On

red

and

rough hands.

Advertisement.

Tiny Township Has Mighty Thirst.
Rumurutl, a tiny township In Kenya
colony, In Kast Africa, claims the distinction of being the thirstiest town
In the empire, according to the London
Times' correspondent at Nalrotsl.
There are ten adult Europeans In the
settlement, which has now four llcimr
licenses and Is planning to have n
man who probably knows says
there never was n meal so expensive
as the free lunch.

SUSPENDERS
jruarntJ

full year't wnr or moro
(7k tnd BAr),
Mon'i UftrtcrKbOe) and Iinu Hupportera (alt
,
No rubber to rot from heat or iwmI, Pikw-phBraoM KuttiaM Springi gW tti atrvtch.
ASK YOUR DEALER. If h etn't nipplv yoa. nd
direct, fivtng dealer's
Accept nosUibtttiuiU.
Look for
tint tn fnutn
net nam
u
on bockla. Writ for tory ofyuarantr
Spring
HUWAY STKtCH ftUSPENDCR
COMPANY
AMckuim MmJtturtrt
H'v amd hm,iU Lamm
Dafrt. O
Adrian.
A

26c),

These interesting finds were made
nun,
by I'r. Xocrluud, n Danish KcientlHt.
while excavating In ancient burial
grounds In the southwestern part of
Greenland.
They are the only existing
Mia.
Kpeclniens in the world of garments
worn by men In the Thirteenth and
Fourteenth centuries. Being deposited
Fight Over Latin and Greek.
In the frozen earth fur about (MM) years
A hitter war is being waged In the
litis preserved them from destruction French parliament over the retention
of Latin and Greek as compulsory
by moth nnd age.
studies In French colleges. Socialists
und others with modern idons want to
WOMEN NEED SWAMP-ROO- T
abolish them and irlve more attention
to manuul training und Industrial subThousands of women have kidney mil jects. Catholics and conservatives In
bladder trouble and never uspect it.
gt'nornl see great dunger to the Btute
Women's complaints often prove to be In
abandoning the study of the lannothing else but kidney trouble, or the guages from which French wus deresult of kidney or bladder disease..
rived. America whs cited as having
If the kidney are not in a healthy
they may cause the other organs brought studies up to date, hut the
to become diseased.
reply wus made that even In America
Pain in the back, headache, lose of ama certificate as expert wood chopper
bition, nervousness, are often times sympwould not help In matriculation.
of

kidney trouble.
Dr.
delay starting treatment.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Jlinghnmton, N. Y., lor a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
toms

Don't

A Hard Luck Record.
Richard Laze, driving his cur to
town, skidded Into a telephone pole,
("dining buck with the garage man to
tiear up the wreck he found thieves
hud stripped It of tires and fixtures.
Walking home In tin rain two highwaymen with howitzers took till his
onsh, a wntch and his package of plug
cut away from him. Finally reaching
home I.uze discovered lightning had
struck the burn killing a $2i0 Missouri
mule and that the hired man hud lit
nit with the family xavlngs amounting
to $140. This made l.uze a loser five
times in one day. ('tipper's Weekly.

hotel.
A

w

let

If you would keep youi friends don't
them

envy

you.

If there Is anything better than to
he loved It Is loving.

Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION
6

must all pay for experiences;
no passes.

We
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water

Sure Relief
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25$ and 754 Packages, Everywhere
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Love Laughs at Locks, and Locksmiths

'

Some More Truths.
fOULD you use a steam shovel to move a pebble? Certainly not,
are built according to the work they have to do.
Would you use a grown-up'- s
ills?
remedy for

Just-as-go- od

I

!Kl
iSet
::

.'i

-

fifty-thre- e

km

; '

YELLOWSTONE

NATIONAL

SHORTHAND

Is rife In the
of the park

animal community
the scandal about Mr. Pelican
received public attention. The ducks
are quacking about It, the squirrels
nre
are chattering It and the bob-cat- s
"
broadcasting It in their sunn voices. ...('(Hoi
maintains his stately
Mr. Pelican
mien, seemingly unconscious of the
gibes of the multitude.
His trouble started with the charge
of the
by Prof. Henry B. Ward, head
streams are concerned, this means exdepartment of zoology of the Univer- clusively on trout. He estimates that
trout
a
is
he
that
sity of Illinois,
the 400 pelicans consume more trout
and violator of all the tenets

iWlld

Kept

'since

Professor
good sportsmunship.
InWard Is conducting an exhaustive
of
vestigation for the federal bureau
fisheries at Lake Yellowstone In Yellowstone National park as to the reand
lationship between the pelican
the trout supply.
The flock of pelicans thnt live and
breed on Lake Yellowstone numbers
Thev "summer" aristo
uhnnt m
on the
cratically at the lake, feasting
best the land affords from spring until September, then go to their winter resorts along the Gulf of Mexico.
The bird diets almost exclusively on
of

the Yellowstone
fish, and. so far
uid other Rocky mountain lakes and

than are tnken during an entire season by sportsmen.
The pelican Is no respecter of size
limits or open seasons, Profesor Ward
charges. He declared he had seen a
platoon of 36 pelicans ranged across
a stream In regular formation, preying on the trout as they swam up
Hitherto the stream had
to spawn.
yielded trout eggs by the millions, but
hatchery men this year could gather
only a fraction of the normal amount.
s
The fact If granted that Mr.
home life Is above reproach.
He is a good provider, a good husband and father and la strictly
Pell-can'-

monogamous.

Smokehouse.

Unusual

time of her arrival at the Jull.
On
the stand Mrs. Menges declured that
the sheriff's wife had exaggerated the
facts. Menges was fined $100 and sentence of six months In Jail suspended.

'V

"hog"

In a Dingy

OPERATE

ON

MAN

Doctors

IN

MIDAIR

Mount Ladder to Scaffold
Attempt to Save the Lire or
Injured Laborer.

In

London.
Three doctors had to
mount a ladder and walk a plank 40
feet above the ground to perform an
operation In a vuin attempt to save
the life of a man entungled In some

machinery at
The man, Thomas Phillips, at work
on a scaffold, had one of his legs
trapped In a grain conveyor and the
limb was being mangled by a revolving shaft with projecting blades. It
was Impossible to extricate him from
his position, 40 feet above ground.
The leg was removed at the thigh
and the patient lowered to the ground
And rushed to a hospital.
Burton-otfTren-

.

t.

WILL

IS

Contents 15
'

Fluid Dfaotej
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run

ThereDV Promoting Digestion;

fnnUilK'
.
f.
n"-- uieenuiness ..jDul

Morphine
neither .Opium,.XTaiar-nTIVt
w.

nor

VALID

Method of Devising Largo
Is Approved
by
English Court.

Estate

mSmd

Ate Needle at Breakfast.
III. Rudolph
a
Jacobs,
Sterling,
farmer living near here, felt a sharp
pain In his throat while eating breakfast. He went to a physician, who removed a large needle from his throat
How the needle got In his food Is a
mystery.

Are You Prepared?

doctor In the house all the time would be a
good Idea. Yet you
can't afford to keep a doctor In the family to keep
well or prevent sickness. But you can do almost the same baby
at
thing
by
hand a bottle of Fletcher's Castoria, because It Is a wonderfulhaving
remedy
for Indigestion, colic, feverlshness, fretfulness and all the other
disorders that result from common ailments that babies have.
Fletcher's Castoria Is perfectly safe to use. It Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and
Soothing Syrups. Children
cry for Fletcher's Castoria, and mothers recommend it because
they
have found It a comfort to children and a mother's friend.
K you love your baby, you know how sweet it is
to be able to
help baby when trouble comes. You cannot always caU upon a doctor
But doctors have nothing but good to say of Fletcher's
Castoria, because they know that it can only do good that it can't do
any harm
and they wouldn't want you to use for baby a
that
you would
remedy
use for yourself.
A

IZ0

London. A will written In shorthand on a telegraph blank has been
admitted to probnte In solemn form.
Its validity upheld by the Probate
court of England. It was written by
Charles S. Orrln, a commercial traveler, who adopted phonetic writing as
the quickest means of expressing his
wishes regurding the disposition of his
large estate when Informed by the doctors that he had only a few hours to
live.
The stenographic characters were so
perfectly executed that they were readily translated by the official shorthand
reporter of the court in which the will
was offered for probate

Children Cry For

II

x

Pelican Out of Place in Yellowstone

Implements

your baby's
Certainly not.
Eemedies are prepared according to the work THEY have to do.
All this is preliminary to reminding you that Fletcher's Castoria was
sought
out, found and is prepared solely as a remedy for Infants and Children. And let
this be a warning against Substitutes, Counterfeits and the
stuff that
may be all right for you in all your strength, but dangerous for the little babe.
All the mother-lov- e
that lies within your heart cries out to you: Be true to
And
being true to Baby you will keep in the house remedies specially
Baby.
for
babies as you would a baby's food, hairbrush, toothbrush or
prepared
sponge.

t
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ALWAYS
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Gives Charming Hew Color Tone to Old Sweaters
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES-d-yes
or tints as you wish

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.

J. E. RHFIN,.

at the Gaunt Buildiug, Reserve, Tiew Mexico,
matter at the posteffice at Reserve New Mexico,

Piiplished every Thursday

LIGHT WINES
AND BEER

r

Entered as 8econd-cius- a
ant of Congress of March

Your

"SUBSCRIPTION" KATES"

You not only protect your

United

THE CASH STORE
talk of
or any

a savings
doing so when you have
account at this bank.

1'

STPHEN B. DAVIS. JR.

Herders

Charged With
Sheep Theft

e
SAN FRANCISCO. Sept
sheep herders are in a Reno
Nev., jail under indictment of a
federal grand jury, charged with
th theft of sheep from thp
Idaho Nevada Livestock company
which is under a subsidy of hr
A
War Finance corporation,
department of justice operate
today said the men are alleged
to have stolen sheep valued in
excess of $500,000 in the last
few years.
25.-Fiv-

ervice

WHEN IN NEED
Of

Airplane Will Attempt
Non Stop Flight
San Diego to N. Y.

anything in the line ot

i
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

j
!

' give us

T.

a

C.

trial.

Turk,
I

Reserve, New Mexico

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office-aLas Cruces, New
Mexico. September IS, 1922,
NOTICE is hereby given that
James Alfred Bruce, of Lunar New
Mexico, who on May 16, 1919, made
Homestead Entry, No. 018735 for Si
NE1; NJ SE1, Section 23 Township 4
S. Range 20 W. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before
l. U lurk, U. S. Commissioner at
Reserve. New Mexico, on the 1st day
of November, 1922.

I

The Reserve Garage

t

Claimant names as witnesses:

NEW

STEAM HEATED

Compare our prices with others.
We

Phone No.

HILL, Manager.

3

vs

HOT

and COLD RUNNING WATER

Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

MAKB IT Y3UR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

Just Received A Large Shipment Of Endicott-JohnsoSchool Shoes are shoes for the Boy
Shoes. Endicott-JohnsoAnd The Girl.
n

n

Outing Flannels, Sweaters And Other Winter Clothing.
We Will Carry During The Winter Season, From This Date, Creamer)
Butter, Cheese And Other Perishable Goods.
V

11
!
IT
!
man
oraers wnicn win receive our
we
solicit
your
especially
prompt attention and be forwarded as early as possible after receipt of same.
1

Tlje Largest Financial Institution

YOUR PATRONAGE

in,

Socorro County

SOLICITED

.

'

No. 3(

William R. Morley, Otis E. Watson,
Special Administrators of the Estati
f W. J. Andrus, Deceased, and then
o
Successors,
Administrators,
Executors, and F. L. Wardlaw,

Defendants.
Under and by virtue

of

1

Reserve Mercantile Company.

11

c

i

i

Sonny, Says- -

a Decrei

of Foreclosure and Order of Sale issue'
out of the District Court of the Count;

"A drug store that can give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other school things is
the store that will get my trade."

of Catron, State of New Mexico, on th
26th day of April, 1922, in the abov

entitled action, wherein the Firs:
National Bank of Kansas City.Missouii
a Judgment
and Decree
jbtained
agairut the above named Defendants,
am commanded
to sell at publi
auction the chattels hereinafter molt
particularly described.
Notice is hereby given that on
day of October, 1922, at ten (10
o'clock A. M. on that date, in front o
the Post OIHce in the town of Magdalen;
will, in obedient-County of Socorro,
to said order of sale and decree
forclosure, sell at public auction to tlx
highest and best bidder for cash, thi
following described chattels,
about Twelve Hundred (1200) cow,--,
jboutFour Hundred and Seventy-Fiv- t
(475) calves, about Two Hundred ana
Tinny (230) yearling steers, about
Two Hundred and Fifty (250) yearlini
heifers, about Sevenly (70) bulls, am
Twenty-Tw(22)
horse, all branded

But that is just one part' of the
modern service of our store. Not

L

1

1

on time deposits

The First National Bank oi
Kansas City, Missouri,
Plaintiff,

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

5 per cent paid

OF CATRON
MEXICO.

Hotel Aragon

Welding
and Supplies
Accessories
Gas, Oils,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

MEXICO

Magdalena, New Mexico-

Claimant

LAWYER

.

First National Bank

The huge monoplane driven by
Liauts, MacReady and Kelley
fr un El Paso, Texas to San Die-jCalifornia in seven hours; an
Register.
average of over 100 miles an Sept. 21 to Oct. 2i
Nemecia Ascarate,
hour; will endeavor to make a
Register.
tranpcotinental flight from San
S pt. 28 to Oct. 21
Diego to New York without stop.
Phey expect to exceed 100 miles
Drop in the County Clerk office
an hour for the entire distance.
NOTICE OF SALE
and apply for; Hunting and
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 01
Fishing Liceanse.
A. T. Chavez
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICt
Perry Madden
WITHIN AND FOR THE COUNTS
Deputy Game Warder.
MAGDALEN A,

NEW

MAGDALENA,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces,
New Mexico. September 14, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Claud Byrum.of Moirollon, New Mexico
who on August 17. 1920, made Home
stead Entry, No. 019461, for Lot 17;
NEJ SEi Section 1, T. 11 S., R. 20 W
Lots 20 and 21 Section 6, Township 11
S. Range 19 W. N. M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above
described, before
T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, ai
Reserve New Mexico on the 3rd day 01
November 1922.

names as witnesses:
Perry Hedrick, J. P. Nichols, W
H. Eanes, and A. W. Wilthanks of
H. L. Kelly,
Thomas Dickie,
Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Cleve
Hickson, of Mogollon, New
Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
L. M. Ross, of Glenwood N.-Mexico,

.ae

Lathe Work

General Repairing,

t

GASOLINE FILLING STATION.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

MODERN,

A. G.

Meat Market

Mail orders solicited and promptly filled u

The RESERVE STATE BANK

h

shoes,

--

$500,000
Safety-Honesty-Courtesy-S-

and

boots

Hardware, tinware, farm implements,

ijl
Stephen B. Davis, Jr. j
Republican Candidate fo.j
SenatoH
United States

wasted. Put your saving to wont
and watch the interest grow.
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for
I!
you anu reuevc
you of all the
banking worries.

goods,

dry

'

Money that's idle means money

1

Groceries,

Constitutional restrictions cannot be defeated by legisla- rive declaratiens, nor nullified by subterfuge.

for
savings, but you get paid

12.00

of

In the face of this prohibition
it is futile to
esrislative permission to tariffic in light wines,
beer
other livuor which is, in fact, intoxicating.

Protection

usdei

One year in advance

The 18th amendment to the Constitution of fhe
States provides:

"The manufacture, sale or transportation
liquors is hereby prohibited."

-

1879.

2,

only all sorts of school supplies but

school boy will be satisfactorily'
answered here.
-

t

Handy for Stationery

,

Buy it by the box; by the pound or J v
in tablets. The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
you wish to invest can be purchased
here at a saving in time and trouble.

il

o

.

the many home needs of the

We can show an array of tints and tex- -,
turet large enough to include your favor it, '

To

Tablets

etc

also hides, wagons, and miscellaneous
Pens-Peng- is
camping outfit and equipment, or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy the Plaintiff's Judgment in the
sum of Forty Three Thousand Fifty- Dollars Ninety- - One Cent.
Fiv
.
($43,065,91) with interest thereon, costB
of the above entitled action, and the
expenses of the Receiver in said action.
has secured a divorce from Col
The said cattle will be rounded up
Saltan's Daughter To Ismail Hakki on the irround on
and can be inspected by prospective
Divorce Turk Officer incompatibility. Thu dauRhterofl
purchasers on and in the vicinity of the
the sul can, who is a famous
ranches and ranges of the late W. J.
to Turkish beauty, gave
vidence
Paris, Sept.
Andrus in Socorro and Catron Counties.
a dispatch from Constantinople, which showed that her husband
DATED September 15, 1922.
to the Pans Intransigent, the had paid too much attention to
F. L. Wardlaw.
uttun'a dHUffhterv Fatima Ulvie. other ladies of th& fearem. i

GAUNT'S
Reserve,

PHARMACY

New Mexico.

I

Receiver.

IStpt.

23

to October

14

